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Foreword 

A Message from the Editors 

Dear 2017 / 2018 Hiroshima JET Participants, 

Welcome to Hiroshima! Thanks for taking the time to read this guidebook for Hiroshima JETs. 

The information in this book represents the collective knowledge of generations of past JET 

participants. It is our hope that this perpetually updated tome will answer almost any question 

you may have during your stay in Hiroshima Prefecture and in Japan. 

The first part of the guidebook provides general information about life in Japan. Outside of a 

few region-specific items, most of the information here applies to the country as a whole. Any 

questions you may have about daily life, such as banking or hospital visits, are covered here. 

The second part of the guidebook dives into the nitty-gritty details of the major cities in 

Hiroshima Prefecture. From the island of Miyajima and the famous sake breweries in Saijō to the 

hidden gems tucked away in the most unexpected of places, come here to get the dirt straight 

from the people who live and work there.  

Although we tried to include as much as humanly possible in this guidebook, we have 

trimmed it down substantially compared to previous volumes and kept just the information that 

would be absolutely helpful to you. This is because there are vast resources to be found in your 

fellow JETs and your advisors, a great deal can be learned by using online resources, and it 

simply makes for an easier read. To the best of our knowledge, all information was accurate at 

the time of writing, but due to the reality of printed material, some of it may be out of date by the 

time you read this. Please refer to the Hiroshima Prefecture online magazine (The Wide Island 

View), Facebook pages such as “Hiroshima AJET,” and the seemingly randomly generated PA 

newsletters for more up-to-date information on events in and news about the prefecture. 

This guidebook answers many questions that a first-year JET may encounter, but even 

second- and third-year JETs may discover something new. Please keep this book in a safe place 

and refer to it as well as to your General Information Handbook when necessary. 

We wish you all the best in the coming year! 
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Random Facts and Advice 

What is most obvious is often the first to be overlooked. The following is a collection of facts 

and advice from countless JETs who have lived and learned how to thrive in Hiroshima. 

Although you will often hear the phrase “every situation is different” (ESID) in Japan while on 

the JET Programme, you will find that some things are universal.  

 

Starting Off on the Right Foot  

Fact: As much as 65% of communication is non-verbal. 

This is comforting if you are less than fluent in Japanese. Body language and gestures can 

go a long way in helping you making yourself understood. Just remember that this works for 

negative body language as well. People will understand if you are in a bad mood whether 

you say anything or not. You will often be watched, and people will use your actions as a 

gauge to determine how to approach you. Use this to your advantage; project the person 

whom you want people to see. 

 

Professionalism 

What is it? In Japan, it is interpreted as being on time (which means 5 minutes EARLY), 

doing the job you are given without complaining, leaving at home your personal life and 

stories of your weekend adventures, and showing up well-groomed and dressed 

appropriately. Try doing things in the office even if you haven’t been asked to do them. 
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Activities such as eating lunch with your students and helping out during cleaning time show 

you are a team player and willing to do more than just the bare minimum required of you. 

 

Attendance 

Japanese attitudes toward attendance are different from Western ones. Your physical 

presence is as important as what you actually do. Remember this when you feel your time 

would be better used performing another task rather than attending a meeting that does not 

concern you. Attendance in itself is very important. 

 

Appearance 

You have heard that Japan is a group-oriented society. Your “uniform” is a visual 

representation of your membership to the group in which you have been placed. To add to 

this, you are a NEW teacher and a civil servant, hence you should appear as such. The 

liberties in presentation taken by elder teachers are not necessarily liberties to which you are 

entitled. (These choices of “more casual appearance” made by veteran teachers may often 

be an irritant to your employers.) In most cases, Cool Biz (short-sleeved shirt season) starts 

in the beginning of June and ends with August, so be sure to keep that in mind if you come 

from a country with a climate that is colder than hot and humid Hiroshima. You will find most 

co-workers will view you with greater respect if you appear “respectable” and professional. 

This holds especially true if you cannot speak with non-English-speaking teachers, as their 

only means to judge you are visual.  

 

Etiquette, Titles, and Hierarchy 

Respect for social hierarchy is very important in Japan. Unless told otherwise, you should 

address Japanese people by their last names and “san” or “sensei.” Even your students are 

used to being called by their last names, even by their close friends. There is also great 

importance placed on consensus building. Try not to do things too directly, but rather to 

make requests via the hierarchy. (For example, if someone requests that you participate in 

an activity, ask them to send an official letter or official phone call to your supervisor or 

principal before you say “yes.”) It sounds like a pain, but it will help you avoid stepping on 

any toes. The word “nemawashi” is used to refer to this type of behavior – checking with 

everyone important BEFORE you unilaterally make a decision or take an action. 

 

Alcohol 

Alcohol plays a large role in Japanese society. Here, there is nothing wrong with getting 

drunk with coworkers and bosses; in fact, it is considered a healthy way to build relationships. 
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Do not feel like you have to drink if you are not comfortable with it, but do not be surprised 

when all the usually quiet people in your office let their hair down after one beer. Also, do not 

be surprised that it is not discussed next day at work, outside of greeting each other with a 

“kinō, otsukaresama deshita” (basically, “Thanks for yesterday”). 

 

Harassment 

If you feel you are being harassed or treated inappropriately, do not be afraid to let everyone 

know that this is NOT acceptable. Push the person away and/or physically remove yourself 

from their presence. If alcohol is involved, other people nearby may excuse the inappropriate 

behavior; all the more reason to protect yourself. If such behavior continues or escalates, 

know that Japanese laws protecting employees from sexual, power, or other forms of 

harassment apply to foreign workers as well. The law is on your side, so do not stay silent. 

 

Private Life 

Your contract specifies when you are required to work, but many times your employer will 

schedule staff-related social gatherings outside of these hours. You will inevitably feel 

obligated to attend. To most Japanese people, such gatherings are essential to build 

relationships and deal with problems in a relaxed environment (sometimes through 

excessive drinking). Just remember – it is your choice how often you attend such gatherings. 

You may also be invited to visit co-workers’ homes or to have a few drinks on a Friday 

evening. This can be their attempt to make sure you are adjusting well to your new life, and 

he/she may try to comfort you with excessive invitations. These are truly the best ways to get 

to know your co-workers on a personal level, but if you want to avoid this, let your office 

know about things you are planning and about your personal schedule. If you simply refuse 

their invitation without discussing why, they may never extend another. Therefore, it is up to 

you to show them your interest in being social with them, especially when turning down an 

invitation.  
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A Finer Point about Culture: It may seem two-faced or unnatural for you, depending on 

your personal culture, but in Japan it is not unusual to be one person at work and another in 

private. Many schools will seem to have quiet, boring offices, and the other teachers your 

age may ignore you and work in silence, only to become highly-animated, interested in you, 

and sometimes even willing to speak English at enkais (after-work parties). This is a great 

time to get to know their real personality, exchange phone numbers, make plans, etc. The 

next day when you see them at work, do not be surprised if it is quiet and boring again. 

Many employees simply do not discuss private matters during work. 

Also, some JETs believe that the “cultural exchange” objective means they should wear 

their piercings, mohawks, and crazy styles to school. This notion is absurd. You are a public 

employee at your school, and you are expected to follow your employer’s dress code, the 

same as any job in any country. If you are asked to dress up, or receive permission before 

hand, feel free to use that as an avenue for exchange, but do not make excuses for 

inappropriate behavior. You will notice some of the Japanese teachers you work with wear 

outrageous clothing on their day off, but you will never see them come to school in it. 

 

Hiroshima AJET 
The Hiroshima Association for Japan Exchange and Teaching (Hiroshima AJET) is a local 

organization representing the JETs of Hiroshima Prefecture. It provides opportunities for 

service, entertainment, and exploration to JETs and JET friends alike both within Hiroshima 

and all over Japan. It also connects Hiroshima JETs with the broader JET community by 

coordinating with other regional AJET chapters. Unlike National AJET, which serves as a 

liaison to the Japanese Government and as a provider of educational resources, amongst 

other things, Hiroshima AJET conducts events and gatherings throughout the year for 

participating organization members.  

Although you may have signed up for National AJET at the Tokyo Orientation, you also need 

to sign up for Hiroshima AJET at the Hiroshima Orientation to obtain membership benefits 

and be added to the mailing list. The advantages of participating in Hiroshima AJET events 

are many, including group rate discounts to events held both within and outside of the 

prefecture and opportunities to keep in touch with the local JET community. 

In the past, Hiroshima AJET has organized the following trips: climbing Mt. Fuji, 

snowboarding, watching the Grand Sumo Tournament in Fukuoka, rafting around the torii at 

Miyajima, and numerous other local events throughout the year. Although there is no set 
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standard for year-to-year activities, Hiroshima AJET holds about one event per month. If you 

have more questions about Hiroshima AJET, ask a representative at the Hiroshima 

Orientation or contact the organization via e-mail or Facebook.  

Hiroshima AJET Contact Info: 

<ajethiroshima@gmail.com> and <facebook.com/hiroshima.ajet> 

 

National AJET 

NAJET is an organization run by JETs for JETs. It is comprised of many different parts. The 

NAJET Council is at the top of the pecking order. The National AJET Council is made up of 

roughly 20 members, all volunteers. A few are appointed to positions such as webmaster or 

translator / interpreter if they have the right stuff for the job. However, elected members – the 

chairperson, secretary, treasurer, and Block Representatives – fill the majority of the council 

positions. 

The Block Reps are elected by the JETs in their block, or region. So, for example, Hiroshima 

Prefecture is in Block 9 with Shimane, Tottori, Yamaguchi, and Okayama Prefectures. 

The chairperson, secretary, and treasurer are elected by all of the JETs in Japan. These 

elections occur once a year in the spring. If you think you have what it takes to be a National 

Council member, why not try nominating yourself when the time comes? 

So, what exactly does National AJET do? And, what is the difference between National AJET 

and the Prefectural groups? These questions are posed to National Council members all of 

the time. 

National AJET conveys your views to CLAIR, MEXT, and the MIC – the government bodies 

that are in charge of the JET Programme. National AJET is the outfit best suited to make 

changes in how contracting organizations treat JETs. CLAIR and the other organizations 

mentioned are large bureaucracies and tend not to change very quickly on their own volition. 

Therefore, the National AJET Council has worked hard over the last two decades to create a 

positive working relationship with CLAIR and its government officials. If you have 

constructive ideas for positive changes in the JET Programme, then you should contact your 

Block Representative. The best way to do this is by filling out the periodically distributed 

National AJET questionnaire. The Block Reps can then address your concerns by going 

directly to CLAIR in bi-annual opinion exchange meetings. 

The Block Representatives present reports on the themes that JETs have highlighted, which 

are then discussed at length with government officials. If you are interested, you can read 

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/ajethiroshima@gmail.com
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/facebook.com/hiroshima.ajet
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the past reports of National AJET and the officials’ responses on the AJET website. (You can 

find the web address at the end of this section.) 

In addition to attending the national meetings, Block Reps provide support for the prefectural 

and special interest groups within their Block. They facilitate inter-prefectural communication 

and help advise JETs within their block. 

Also, there are special administrative roles that must be filled by Block Reps on the National 

Council. These roles include the management of advertising and sponsorship from various 

companies in order to raise revenues for JET, preparing educational tools for JETs, 

publishing guidebooks, planning national events, and contacting Prefectural Advisers (PAs). 

At Tokyo Orientation, the AJET National Council runs the information fair, in which 

companies that sponsor AJET offer good deals to JETs on their products and services. AJET 

also holds workshops that are not covered by CLAIR, such as Experienced Teachers, One 

Shot ALTs, Traveling for JETs, Making the Most Out of Your Yen, LGBT JETs, and Mature 

JETs. It staffs an information center to help new JETs get accustomed to life in Japan and 

teaching. The information center also sells publications to help JETs teach more effectively. 

Amongst its many other activities, National AJET hosts competitions as an outlet for 

creativity, like photography and poetry contests. Additionally, it provides awards for teaching 

ability and effective cultural exchange to recognize outstanding job performance. In 2006, 

AJET formed the Tatami Timeshare website – the JET version of Couch Surfing – to help 

JETs explore Japan on the cheap. AJET also manages the Peer Support Group, which is a 

volunteer-run consultation and referral service operating everyday between 8pm and 7am for 

JETs. 

AJET is an organization intended to help you make the most of your time in Japan. You 

should definitely take advantage of the opportunities it provides!  

If you want to give comments, suggestions, or feedback, contact Hiroshima Prefecture AJET 

at <ajethiroshima@gmail.com> or contact your National AJET Block 9 Representative at 

<Block9@ajet.net>. 

 

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/ajethiroshima@gmail.com
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/Block9@ajet.net
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The Jet Programme 

Hiroshima JETs 

Welcome to the Hiroshima JET Programme! 

What follows is a comprehensive and compact guide to how it all works in Hiroshima. 

 

For Starters 

First, there is one major division that divides all JETs in this Prefecture: the Prefectural/City 

divide. City JETs fall under the jurisdiction of Hiroshima City as a “Designated City.” City 

JETs are located in the city of Hiroshima (however, some Prefectural JETs also live and 

work in the city). Any problems / inquiries regarding them should be addressed to the City 

BOE.  

Prefectural JETs can be further subdivided into Municipal JETs (市町村 shi-chō-son) and 

Prefectural BOE JETs (Senior High School teachers spread around the prefecture).  

 

Junior High/Municipal Board of Education 

If you are based at a junior high school or municipal board of education and teach 

elementary and/or junior high school, you are a municipal employee. Municipal employees 

have a supervisor in their town who is “the boss.” Your town, therefore, is your employer and 

has the final say with regard to your contract. If you want to go a step higher, the Prefectural 

International Affairs Office is the overseer of these JETs, not the Prefectural Board of 

Education. 

Contact Etsuko Matsuoka or the PA’s with any problems or questions that you can’t ask your 

supervisor. Technically, the International Affairs Office has no authority over your supervisor, 

since they are on parallel administrative levels. They can make a phone call or visit on your 

behalf, however, which is usually sufficient to resolve an issue. 

 

Prefectural High School / Board of Education Office 

If you are based at a high school or an office like a BOE or Guidance Division, you are a 

prefectural employee. Prefectural JETs have a supervisor in their school (or office). The 

Prefectural Board of Education is the “big boss,” but your principal often has the final say, so 

be sure to get on his/her good side. 

The prefecture's budget is much thinner, and since they administer over 40 JETs as 

opposed to one or two, it is sometimes more difficult to get them to understand your requests 

– but, it can be done. Your supervisor at your base school is there to help you understand 
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everything your job entails, so do not worry too much. You can also turn to the PA at the 

BOE, Mark Walters. The International Affairs Division has no real jurisdiction over 

Prefectural BOE JETs, but you can always contact them for advice. 

Ask any foreigner who has spent time involved with the Japanese education system about it, 

and you will probably be subjected to an hour-long tirade about its many shortcomings. But, 

it has to be remembered that it does do what it was originally designed for very well. Japan’s 

adult literacy rate is as close to 100% as is possible, and 94% of students finish secondary 

education to age 18 (compared to 87% in the USA and 63% in the UK). 

 

Non-JET ALTs 

Hiroshima Prefecture also contains a growing number of ALTs who are not affiliated with the 

JET Programme. While it’s easy to laugh and say, “We’re the best and we get paid more,” 

the fact is that many of these people are former JETs with loads more experience than you, 

and, on top of that, they’re nice people. Your BOE may never mention them and probably 

won’t include them in the same meetings as you, but they are a part of your local community 

and can end up being great friends. 

 

Education in Japan 

First, some basics – Japan is obsessed with exams. To be accepted for just about any job, 

an exam must first be passed. Education is no exception, and the syllabus is drawn from the 

content of the exams rather than the exams being compiled from the content of the syllabus. 

The exams are almost exclusively multiple choice or fill-in-the-blank questions; essays are 

rarely featured. The entire system is grounded on rote memorization. Thus, teaching is 

almost entirely receptive on the part of the students. The teachers talk while the students 

listen and try to remember. Critical thought and self-expression are not priorities.  

Compulsory education starts at age six and finishes at age fifteen, though most students 

complete the optional three years of senior high school (SHS). University lasts for four years 

and is generally seen as a chance to relax after the grind of high school before embarking on 

a career.  

The system is as much focused on preparing students for life in Japanese society as it is on 

academic achievement. This can be seen by the inclusion of subjects such as 道徳 (どうと

く), or Moral Education, in the junior high school (JHS) curriculum. In compulsory education, 

the “one size fits all” approach is still the desired model, and every effort is made to 

streamline the students. Generally, there is no grouping according to ability (due to the 
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stigma attached to being in the bottom set), although some schools do divide English 

classes with names like “advanced,” “basic,” and even “remedial.” 

However, because of entrance exams, SHSs are in essence just really large ability groups. 

There are several different types of SHSs, but they boil down into academic schools (which 

aim to get students enrolled in a university) and vocational schools (commercial, agriculture, 

and fisheries). 

Many ALTs are surprised by the lack of classroom discipline in schools compared to their 

home countries. (In Japan, all students are considered entitled to receive an education, even 

if they are disrupting it for others.) However, schools play a greater role in the wider life of a 

child than back home. If a student gets in trouble with the police, for example, very often the 

homeroom teacher will get called before the parents. Students also regularly come to school 

on weekends and holidays for extra classes, club activities, mock exams, and cultural events.  

All this obviously puts a great strain on students. The Ministry of Education (MEXT) tried to 

go some way towards rectifying this situation by banning schools from holding lessons on 

Saturdays, which had previously been an almost universal practice.  

This merely prompted school boards around the country to panic about having less time to 

get through the curriculum, so they took steps such as adding an extra period to the school 

day, extending the length of the existing periods, or offering “optional” lessons with privately 

hired teachers on Saturdays, thereby missing the point entirely. 

The system seeks to instill in students qualities such as perseverance, harmony, and 

consensus – admirable qualities all. However, while they helped Japan become an 

economic power-house, many feel that something more is necessary in today’s global 

economic and social climate. Although, despite all of MEXT’s fine words about fostering 

individual creativity and self-worth, change is still very slow in coming. 

 

Putting it into Practice 

The JET Programme 

So, how do we fit into all this? You already know the history of the JET Programme, but on a 

human level there are as many different interpretations of our jobs as there are ALTs and 

English teachers, and probably then some. Essentially, our roles are 1) cultural and 2) 

linguistic, in that order. 

This can lead to a fairly ill-defined experience for all concerned, as often having students 

simply exposed to foreigners is the sole aim, and the more students, the better. It is all about 

equality of access, seemingly regardless of the quality of the experience. Many teachers 

really like the idea of team teaching (TT), but they receive no formal training regarding how 
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to do it. 

As a result, you may see a lot of lesson plans along the lines of:  

- 30 mins: ALT tells students about life in America 

- 20 mins: Students ask questions.  

The presumption behind this is that because most lessons are boring (which they are), the 

students will be so totally interested in having a strange gaijin in class that they will be held 

rapt for an entire fifty minutes (which they will not be). Additionally, students and teachers 

often base their preconceptions of all foreigners on American television and movies as well 

as how Japanese television portrays foreign people. 

So, your first task is to dispel this. The best way is by putting some thought into lesson 

planning. Enthusiasm and willingness to work between classes, and even before and after 

school, can go a long way in the classroom. Outside of the classroom, they will go even 

further. While it can be very tempting to think that if you are given nothing to do, you do not 

have to do anything, try not to fall into this trap. You will have heard the various suggestions 

about ways to manage your time over the summer, but the best way to prepare for the new 

term is by forming strong relationships with your co-workers in order to gain their trust and 

receive more responsibility. 

You may find initial reluctance. ALTs are often treated as guests/exceptions/a break from 

lessons/lazy. However, many teachers truly are run off their feet, and if you are lucky enough 

to be at a single school for three or more days a week, many will be happy to allow you to 

take some of their workload (lesson and syllabus planning, marking, incentives, etc.). 

Even if this does not happen, try to at least seem industrious. The more involved you are/try 

to be, the better the impression you will create. This will give you more work to do and, 

ultimately, more personal satisfaction from your job. 

Finally, every so often ALTs get together and have a good old moan about their JTEs. If you 

haven’t seen this yet, you will later, but remember that ALTs do not have a monopoly on this. 

JTEs discuss, compare, and rate us just as much as we do them. As teachers get 

transferred every two to six years, there are fairly substantial networks of JTEs around the 

prefecture who keep in touch. Do not assume that what you do in one school will remain 

there, and think of it as something positive, since displaying a good work ethic can create a 

reputation for yourself and future ALTs. 

 

Counseling, PAs, Block Leaders 

Help! 

No matter how well adjusted you are or even how much you enjoy your life in Japan, there 
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will be times when you are frustrated. Please know that if you have a problem at work, are 

having a bad communication day, need help finding a doctor, or just want to have a normal 

English conversation, there are people you can call. 

 

Your Host Institution 

Your first point of contact is your supervisor or other people in your contracting 

organization. Hopefully, there will be someone there who will assist you with various daily 

matters (shopping, rent, etc.) and work-related problems. However, if communication with 

these people is difficult, or if the problem lies with them, all is not lost! There are other people 

you can call. 

The Prefectural Advisors (PAs)The PA system was implemented so that JETs would have a 

contact to deal with problems at a Prefectural level, and PAs are there to give out 

information and advice, or (in worst-case-scenarios) to assist with mediation between the 

host institution and the JET.  

This year the PAs are: 

Mark Walters Board of Education 

(教育委員会) 

 

 

TEL: 080 2888 3326 

 

E-mail: walters.mark.d@gmail.com 

Daniel Mackey Prefectural Office, 

International Affairs 

Division (国際課) 

 

TEL:  082-513-2359 

FAX: 082-228-1614 

 

E-mail: d-mackeys4490@pref.hiroshima.lg.jp 

Hiroshima International 

Center (HIC) 

 

 

TEL: 082-541-3777 

Etsuko Matsuoka 

悦子 松岡  

(Japanese PA) 

Prefectural Office, 

International Affairs 

Division (国際課) 

TEL: 082-513-2359 

FAX: 082-228-1614 

E-mail: e-matsuoka73532@pref.hiroshima.lg.jp 

 

CLAIR 

Several former JETs work as Programme Coordinators at CLAIR and are 

knowledgeable about both the Programme as well as Japan in general.  

 

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/walters.mark.d@gmail.com
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/walters.mark.d@gmail.com
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/d-mackeys4490@pref.hiroshima.lg.jp
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/d-mackeys4490@pref.hiroshima.lg.jp
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/e-matsuoka73532@pref.hiroshima.lg.jp
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/e-matsuoka73532@pref.hiroshima.lg.jp
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CLAIR JET Line: (03) 5213-1729 (Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:45pm) 

Other Useful Numbers:  

1. Tokyo English Life Line (TELL): (03) 5774-0992 (9 am to 11 pm) 

2. AJET Peer Support Group (PSG) Line: 0120-43-7725 (8 pm to 7 am) 

 AJET PSG Skype: AJETPSG 

3. International Medical Information Center: 

  East Japan/Tokyo Tel: 03-5285-8088 

  West Japan: 06-4395-0555 

 

 

Professional Counseling 

If you feel that you need professional counseling or therapy, be aware that your therapist 

may not speak perfect English. Finding someone to talk to could be a challenge depending 

on how picky you are. There is one English language therapist working in Hiroshima. Her 

name is Carol Agrimson, and while she mostly specializes in family and marriage counseling, 

she is also willing to see clients for individual therapy. For more information, you can contact 

your PAs. There are also foreign counselors working in Japan, mainly in the Tokyo and 

Osaka areas, but many offer counseling over the phone. Pricing is around the 10,000 yen 

mark for each therapy session. Dr. Jim McRae in Tokyo, for example, has a special rate for 

JETs of 9,000 yen per 50-minute session. 

The International Mental Health Professionals Japan website (www.imhpj.org) has a list of 

therapists including Dr. McRae and Ms. Agrimson, which can be accessed from the home 

page by hovering over “Find a Therapist” and then selecting “Clinical Members” or 

“Associate Clinical Members.” Alternately, you can ask your PA to refer you directly. 

 

Block Leaders 

Yet another reason why Hiroshima Prefecture is the best: our JETs go out of their way to 

take on extra responsibilities, such as caring about one another. Each region’s Block Leader 

is an active, assertive ALT who is responsible for our emergency phone tree (in case of 

earthquakes, tsunamis, or other disasters), seasonal get-togethers, and information 

dissemination for both AJET and local events. Sometimes your supervisor and PAs won’t 

know the answer to your question. Things like, “Where is a nearby dentist who speaks 

English?” can be difficult even if they have been to your town before. This is another area in 

which your Block Leader can help. 

  

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/www.imhpj.org
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Health 

Sex 

The differences between your home culture and Japan’s can often be strange or startling, 

and the issue of sex is no exception. As a foreigner living in Japan, details about your life 

you may consider unimportant or private are often noticed and may be commented on by 

your Japanese friends and co-workers. Keep this in mind especially when dealing with 

sexual matters. If you remain respectful, discreet, and unafraid to tell someone they are 

being too nosy, you shouldn’t have any problems.  

 

 

Contraception (避妊薬 ひにんやく hi-nin-yaku) 

In June 1999, after an almost 40-year ban, Japan’s Ministry of Health and Welfare officially 

approved the distribution and use of low dose oral contraceptives. Prior to 1999, the 

absence of “the Pill” had labeled Japan as the last country under the UN federation and the 

only remaining advanced democracy to ban the Pill as a form of contraceptive for women. 

However, the Pill has not been embraced by Japanese women on a scale similar to that of 

western women. Studies have shown that 75% of sexually active Japanese women are 

content with using the condom as their primary means of birth control. 

While it may be daunting to attempt to procure hormonal birth control here, it is very possible. 

It is not covered by insurance and costs about ￥2,500 per month, roughly comparable to the 

cost of birth control in many western countries. As the Pill is still relatively new here, doctors 

may not explain it very well or be particularly knowledgeable about it. The pills distributed 

here are imported from Europe, and there is a plethora of information available on the 

Internet about these types of birth control. It helps to be an educated consumer, so 

independent research is recommended. Since the majority of the pills prescribed are 

imported, their hormone ratio is usually similar to the ones you may take at home. If you are 

uncertain about a particular brand or the hormone content, some clinics may have English 

information available. If you do want to investigate your options, there is an English speaking 

female gynecologist in Hiroshima City who has been used by some JETs to obtain the Pill. 

She’s at the Kohno Lady’s Clinic. It’s in the building to the right of the back of Sunmall (the 

elevator is next to a bank at the entrance to the Hondori shopping street) on the 6th floor. 
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The telephone number is 082-242-1505. Most of the staff does not speak English, but the 

doctor's English is good. She has good bedside manners and provides English information 

on pills when it is available. With other doctors, you may have to resort to claiming menstrual 

difficulties as a way to hint at wanting the Pill, but the doctor at Kohno Lady’s clinic has no 

reservations about prescribing it. 

There is another doctor in Fukuyama who will prescribe the Pill, although the process is all in 

Japanese. The clinic is Shigemasa Clinic. The telephone number is 084-922-5888. You will 

fill out a questionnaire and can generally get only one month's supply the first time. After that, 

up to a three month supply is available. 

Many JETs feel more comfortable having the Pill sent from home. If you do have it sent to 

you, remember that the law allows only one month’s supply at a time. The sender must also 

include a copy of the prescription with the name matching the addressee. Customs nearly 

always opens packages, so they will probably open yours, too! Condoms are available at 

convenience stores, pharmacies, vending machines, and even at 100-yen stores. Many 

shops do not carry condoms or lubricants containing spermicide, such as nonoxynol-9, but 

large cities may have “FP Jelly,” which contains the nonoxynol-10 spermicide (similar to 

nonoxynol-9). Condom sizes are often shown in millimeters. “Condomania,” near Parco in 

Hiroshima, is a shop dedicated to condoms and carries a variety of sizes. However, 

Japanese condoms can be different from western ones, so ask a second- or third-year JET 

for recommendations. Also, be careful when buying them if you live in the countryside. No 

need to let your student’s mom working at the drug store know that your sex life is thriving, 

so you may want to go into the city instead. 

Other methods of birth control (sponge, spermicide, etc.) are becoming more widely 

available in Japan. Ask your doctor. Like everything else in the world, contraception is also 

available over the Internet. Type in “birth control” and “no prescription” and choose from the 

sites listed. You fill in a questionnaire and become eligible for a prescription (thus enabling 

you to have them sent over to Japan). The morning-after-pill can be obtained from most 

gynecologists, but it can be quite expensive, costing between ￥10,000 ~ 20,000. You have 

72 hours to take the first dose. 

 

HIV/AIDS  

HIV antibody testing is now widely available, and anonymous testing is available in most 

cities, but English services are limited. Your PAs will always be willing to offer confidential 

translation, should you desire assistance. You can call the Japan HIV Center AIDS hotline 
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both for information and to find test centers in your area. The Tokyo hotline branch has 

English speakers. Their number is 03-5259-0256. Public health centers offer free or very 

inexpensive anonymous testing. Testing at hospitals or private clinics can cost anywhere 

from ￥5,000 ~ ￥18,000 and may not be anonymous. This means that if you took such a 

test, regardless of the result, news of it could spread through your neighborhood or 

workplace. The Tokyo English Life Line operates an HIV/AIDS line on Mondays, 

Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 19:00 to 22:00. Call 03-3968-4073. 

 

Women’s Health 

If you are pregnant, make sure you set yourself up with the various support networks that 

are available to you. The JET Programme provides confidential telephone support, and the 

Prefectural Advisors can help clarify any questions you may have about maternity leave and 

contractual issues. Whatever decision you make, be sure that you have taken all the 

necessary steps to make an informed decision – one YOU are happy with. 

Although having a child in a foreign country may be an intimidating prospect, if you enlist the 

help of others and find the people who are there to help and support you, you will be fine. 

Some recommended women’s health and childbirth clinics are: 

HIROSHIMA 

Kohno Lady’s & Maternity Clinic has English-speaking doctors. Good if you need 

the morning after pill, are considering an abortion, or want to have a baby. They are 

not open Thursday or Sunday. Their hours for other days are 9am – 1pm and again 

from 3pm – 6pm. It’s on the 5th floor of the Ono Building (next to Sunmall). If you’d 
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like to get in touch with them, their phone number is 082-242-1505. 

Kiyama Maternity Clinic. Some English is spoken here, but not as much as at 

Kohno. Good option for the same services, though. Open Monday through Saturday 

(no office hours Thursday afternoon) from 9am – 1pm and again from 2:30pm – 

6pm. Call 082-544-3155. 

FUKUYAMA 

Shirakawa Clinic. It can be reached at (0849)-22-2235. The English speaking 

doctor on staff is Dr. Ando. Check out their website for more information: 

www.fukuyama.hiroshima.med.or.jp/kaiinhp/shirakawa 

 

So You Think You Might Be Pregnant? 

Pregnancy Tests – At Home 

“CHECK ONE” brand can be bought without a prescription at pharmacies. It has 

instructions IN ENGLISH! Cost: about ￥1,500, plus tax, for two tests. Many other 

varieties are also available. 

Pregnancy Tests – Visiting a Gynecologist 

Should you test positive at home, you can get a more accurate urine test and vaginal 

exam at a clinic, as well as counseling regarding your options. Again, it's helpful to speak 

Japanese, so bring along a trusty friend to help you out if necessary! 

 

Deciding to Get an Abortion: The Time Frame 

Abortions are conducted only up to the 12th week of pregnancy. The weeks are counted 

from the last day of your last period, not necessarily from ovulation or conception. So, early 

detection and quick action are key if you decide to abort. 

1. INITIAL VISIT: An appointment can be scheduled very quickly, within one week. 

2. ABORTION REFERAL: Can be scheduled as soon as 1-2 weeks from the date of 

your initial visit. 

3. AFTER THE PROCEDURE: Schedule 1-2 days for total rest (mental and physical) 

and avoid lots of stress and strenuous activity for 2 weeks. 

4. FOLLOW UP VISIT: You MUST return to your doctor one week after the procedure 

to have a checkup. 

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/www.fukuyama.hiroshima.med.or.jp/kaiinhp/shirakawa
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Cost of an abortion 

An abortion is NOT covered by your insurance and is comparatively expensive in Japan. The 

total cost including pre- and post-visits and the operation is about ￥140,000.  

 

Initial Visit: What to Expect 

Register and wait for your name to be called. Once inside, you will have a consultation with 

the doctor as well as a vaginal and urine exam. There is a slightly strange high-tech moving 

examination chair. Also, there is a curtain between you and the doctor, which you can opt 

not to use. Next, you'll have counseling with the doctor about your options. Should you 

decide to have an abortion, he/she can make an appointment within a week or two for you. 

 

The Procedure: The Day Before 

You must return the day before your procedure for a brief checkup, after which you will be 

able to rest and go home. Do not eat or drink ANYTHING after midnight. 

 

Anesthesia 

You'll be under general anesthesia for your abortion (like being “asleep”). Therefore, it is 

imperative that you ABSOLUTELY DO NOT EAT OR DRINK ANYTHING AFTER 

MIDNIGHT ON THE DAY BEFORE YOUR PROCEDURE. 

 

What to Expect 

This is a really tough experience for anyone, made more difficult by the stress of being in a 

foreign culture and/or language difficulties. Amazingly, almost all Japanese women go 

through abortions alone. However, you do not have to. It is absolutely your right to have a 

friend with you at all times, other than in the operating room. In Japan, abortions have 

become more common over the years and are more accepted by Japanese society than 

western societies. 
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Language Warning 

There is virtually NO ENGLISH SPOKEN. Forms that ask about your allergies to medicine 

and medical history are ONLY IN JAPANESE. It would be especially important to take a 

friend who speaks Japanese for this reason. 

 

About the Clinic 

Similar to many women's health centers that also provide abortion services, births, pre- and 

post-natal care may also be performed at the clinic. So, be aware that you may be seeing a 

lot of pregnant women, new mothers, and infants, which can add to the stress. 

Remember: you must not eat or drink ANYTHING after midnight up until your procedure. 

Going under anesthesia having eaten or drunk something can be dangerous. 

 

Day of the Procedure 

Upon arriving, fill out the questionnaires about your medicinal allergies and medical history 

(only in Japanese). Next, you will have an exam. The procedure itself is safe and very short 

– under 5 minutes. After, you may be nauseous from the anesthesia. You will rest for at least 

a few hours. After an hour or two, you can eat a small snack if you brought one (but, ask the 

nurse first). 

 

Rest and After-Care 

Plan on resting completely for 1-2 days. During this time, it can be helpful to talk to friends 

and/or counselors. Different women have different experiences after an abortion. Your body 

will certainly go through major hormonal changes. Talking about any and all of the feelings 

can be an important way to bring closure to this experience when you feel ready to do so. 

Avoid strenuous activity for at least two weeks, including exercise, sexual intercourse, and 

heavy lifting. If you have heavy bleeding, severe pain, or a high fever, call the clinic 

immediately. 

 

Check-up 

Return for a checkup one week after your procedure. This examination is important and 

therefore not optional. 
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Doctors and Clinics 

Guide to the Types of Medical Clinics 

In Japan, hospitals and clinics are broken down by specialties, and for the uninitiated, it can 

be a confusing and difficult process to identify which clinic to visit for each respective malady. 

Following is a guide to help match the aching body part with the correct doctor. 

 

Illness/Specialty (English) Clinic Type (Japanese) Clinic Type (English) 

Bladder infections, etc., (mostly male) 
泌尿器科 

Hinyokika 
Urology 

Cold, flu, general illness, or diagnosis

  

内科 

Naika 
Internal Medicine 

Cold sores, bug bites, eczema, 

Chicken Pox, etc.  

皮膚科 

Hifuka 
Dermatology 

Children's care 
小児科 

Shonika 
Pediatrics 

Diarrhea, ulcers, stomach or abdomen 

problems 

消化器科  

Shokakika 
Gastroenterology 

Eyes, eyesight 
眼科 

Ganka 
Ophthalmology 

Hay fever, sinus allergies, Tonsillitis, 

etc. 

耳鼻咽喉科 

Jibiinkoka 
Ear, Nose & Throat 

High/low blood pressure, heart 

condition  

循環器科 

Junkankika 
Cardiology 

Nervous system/mental care 

神経内科  

Shinkeinaika 

精神科 

Seishinka 

Neurology 

 

Psychiatry 

Sprains, knee problems, Whiplash, 

fractures, etc. 

(整形)外科 

(Seikei) Geka 
(Orthopedic) Surgeon 
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Teeth 
歯科 

Shika 
Dentist 

Women's care 
産婦人科  

Sanfujinka 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 

 

A Visit to the Doctor 

Most clinics do not require an appointment. In the case of hospitals, there are open hours 

during which you can enter. Because there is no need to make an appointment, the wait can 

be quite long. On your first visit, you should always bring your proof of insurance and your 

residence card. After the initial consultation, a patient card will be issued to you, which you 

should present at all subsequent visits. Because some clinics may ask to see your proof of 

insurance every month to make sure you are still insured, it is probably best if you always 

carry that with you as well. Usually at the end of the visit, if necessary, you can make an 

appointment for your next visit. (Caution: this does not mean, however, that you will not have 

to wait when you show up at the appointed time next time!) If a prescription is issued, there 

is generally a pharmacist within very close proximity where you can get it filled.  

 

Proof of Insurance 国民健康保険 (Kokumin-Kenkō-Hoken) 

This is a small blue card that resembles a plastic credit card. On the front cover is basic 

information like your name and address. 

 

Dentists 

A trip to the dentist in Japan usually means two, or more, visits. For example, if you are 

getting your teeth cleaned, they may clean the top and bottom on separate visits. (And it 

goes by really fast!) Or, if a cavity is spotted that requires filling, the cavity is extracted on the 

first visit. During the second appointment, the filling is fitted. Some dentists like to put 

pink/purple dye on your teeth first and have you brush there to check your brushing habits, 

so it may be good to find out ahead of time if you should bring your toothbrush. The best 

thing to do is find a dentist that is recommended by your coworkers, your predecessor, and 

other local JETs. 
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Finding a Doctor 

A list of several English-speaking doctors is included here. Please bear in mind that this list 

has been compiled based on information from JETs who have been to these doctors, but 

there are many other capable doctors out there. A list of English-speaking doctors and 

dentists throughout the Prefecture is available at the IR Division or the HIC. Your best bet, 

though, is to ask your fellow JETs for recommendations. The following is a list of doctors 

whom past and present JETs have recommended for their level of English comprehension. 

You can also find a comprehensive list of English-, Chinese-, Korean-, Spanish-, or 

Portuguese-speaking doctors on the Hiroshima Prefecture homepage.  

Please keep in mind that your insurance makes the visit cheaper by 70%, but it does not 

waive the entire cost. So, you should always bring money with you to the clinic or to the 

pharmacy. If you are not sure, you can ask someone before your visit about how much 

money you should bring. 

 

 

English-speaking Doctors (Recommended by JETs) 

 

HIROSHIMA CITY 

1. Doi Clinic (General Practice) 

Address: Kamiya-cho 1-1-17, MID Building 2F 

Tel: 082-242-7878 

2. Doi Clinic (Dermatology) 

 Address: Ushita 1-1-25, Higashi-ku 

 Tel: 082-211-0007 

3. Kohno Clinic (OB/GYN) 

 Address: Ono Building 5F (next to Sunmall) 

 Tel: 082-242-1505 

4. Central Ophthalmic Clinic  

(Optometrist/Ophthalmologist – Dr. Michiko Tari speaks fluent English) 

Address: Kamiya-cho. 8F of Sogo Bus Center Building 

Tel: 082-225-3313 

5.  Tsuchiya General Hospital (General Hospital including OB/GYN) 

Address: Naka-ku Nakashima-cho 3-30 

Centrally located opposite the Peace Park Museum along Peace Blvd. 

Tel: 082-243-9191 

http://www.qq.pref.hiroshima.jp/qq/qq34egijlt.asp?gyoumu_id=QQ34EGMPSR&gyoumu_mei=Search+by+location&kikan_cd=1340040060
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6.  Okayama Keisei Gaika (plastic surgeon) 

Address: Hatchobori 11-18, Hatchobori Hirai Building 4F 

Tel: 082-511-2211 

7.  Numata Dermatology and Allergy Clinic (Dermatology/Allergies) 

Address: Nobori-cho 13-4, Matsuda Building 2F 

Tel: 082-227-4412 

8.  Hiroshima Health Welfare Center (Immunization/Vaccination) 

Address: Minami-ku 1chome 6-29 

Tel: 082-254-7111 

Good place to stop before trips abroad! It offers vaccinations for cholera, hepatitis… 

you name it! It works on an appointment basis, so please book first. Only open 

Wednesdays from 1-3pm, so plan ahead! 

 

KURE 

1. Masaoka Clinic (General Practice) 

 

2. Kimura Eye Clinic (Wataru Kimura speaks English well and is very thorough) 

Address: Nakadori 2-Chome, a block from Fukuya 

 

Medical Issues and Insurance 

Before reading on, here is a checklist of things needed for medical purposes. 

1. Alien Registration Card 
Both should always be carried. 

2. Insurance Card 

3. 
The JET Accident Insurance 

Policy Guide 
Know that it exists, and know where yours is. 

4. Money 
70% of medical costs are covered – you have 

to pay the other 30%. 

 

Emergency and After-Hours Medical Attention 

Hospitals and clinics are usually closed on Sundays and holidays. In each area, there is a 

rotation system among hospitals and clinics to provide care for medical emergencies on 

these days. 
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You can find these clinics using the website in “finding a doctor” or by telephone (in English). 

Telephone Service: To use this service you must have a push-button type phone. Dial 0120-

16-9912 (toll free). 

 

Treatment 

Medical treatment in Japan is very different from what may be standard in our own countries. 

(It may be much better in some cases!) If you have an accident or need medical care, then 

you might wish to keep the following points in mind: 

1. Privacy is a rarity. It is not uncommon to find yourself being treated in front of other 

patients or having details of your case discussed or explained in front of others or even 

passed on to someone you know. 

2. Informed consent is not a prevalent concept. 

3. Little time is given for explanations.  

 

Insurance 

Health Insurance 

All JETs are required by law to be insured under the National (Government) Health 

Insurance Policy (政府管掌健康保険 seifu-kanshou-kenkou-hoken). 

70% of medical expenses for illnesses are covered. Physical checkups or cosmetic 

surgery are not covered. Dental treatment is included. However, dental checkups, 

cosmetic dental treatment, and some types of fillings are not. 

For detailed information, contact the Social Insurance Agency (社会保険事務所 shakai-

hoken-jimusho) in your area. 

 

JET Accident Insurance 

Provided for all JET participants. Covers medical expenses for injury resulting from 

accidents and illnesses that occur during the period of coverage. This policy covers the 

other 30% of costs that the Health Insurance doesn’t (for accidents only). Check the JET 

Accident Insurance Policy Guide for more information. It does cover treatment for 

sports-related injuries as well as day-to-day accidents within a 6-month period after the 

accident/injury occurrs. 
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It also covers overseas accidents and illnesses. Coverage is for 30 days upon entering 

the foreign country. 

If you have an accident in Japan and decide to go home to receive treatment, you are 

NOT covered. 

 

What to Do after an Accident or Injury 

1. Go to the relevant clinic. 

2. Keep all the receipts for expenses incurred. 

3. Read the JET Accident Insurance Policy Guide. 

4. Inform the insurance company WITHIN 30 DAYS of the accident. 

5. Fill out and complete all the relevant forms, including an accident report. (You will need 

help from your supervisor.) 

6. After 180 days, you are no longer covered for that injury. 

7. Claim for the medical expenses incurred during the 180 day period. (You must submit all 

of your receipts.) 

NOTE: It may seem bothersome to make a claim, but if the injury/illness sustained is 

serious, 30% of the cost of treatment will be pretty high. The healthcare system is 

very good in Japan, and your doctor may well send you for an MRI scan the next 

day or keep you hospitalized for an extended period. The costs do escalate very 

quickly, but we do have 100% coverage. 
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Life in Hiroshima-Ken 

Monthly Expenses 

The following is a list of things you can expect to be billed for in a standard month. Estimated 

costs are not included as they differ between each JET. 

Rent    家賃  やちん   yachin 

Deposit money  敷金  しききん  shikikin 

Apartment Fee  共益費  きょうえきひ  kyoeki hi 

Insurance   保険料  ほけんりょう  hoken ryo 

Pension   年金  ねんきん  nenkin 

Taxes    税金  ぜいきん  zeikin 

Electricity   電気代  でんきだい  denki dai 

Gas    ガス代  ガスだい  gasu dai 

Water & Sewage  水道代  すいどうだい  suido dai 

Phone (NTT, KDD, etc)  電話代  でんわだい  denwa dai 

Keitai (mobile phone)   携帯電話 けいたいでんわ keitaidenwa 

Television (only NHK)  テレビ受信料 テレビじゅしんりょう terebi jushin ryo 

Transportation   交通費  こうつうひ  kotsu hi 

Office Fee   親睦会費 しんぼくかいひ  shinboku kaihi 

 

Some of your monthly costs, such as tax and health insurance, may already be taken out of 

your paycheck. Please verify this with your school office. Money for bills such as phone, gas, 

and electricity can be deducted directly out of your account; a receipt will be mailed to you to 

confirm payment. This can be set up with your bank or by mail at any time (自動口座 

jidokoza). Your supervisor should be able to help you with this. If not, you can pay at the 

bank or post office before 3 or 4pm, depending on the institution (振込窓口 furikomi 

madoguchi), but you may have to take nenkyuu in order to make it to the bank on time. You 

can pay directly to the collector (集金人に支払う shukinnin ni harau), or you can pay at a 

convenience store so long as the bill has a barcode. Bring your bill to the convenience store 

and a simple “onegaishimasu” will get the job done.  
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If your expenses are not deducted by your office and your bills are not directly deducted from 

your account, it is very important to pay your bills on time. You will be charged the amount 

on your next billing statement in addition to the current billing costs and a late fee. If you are 

repeatedly late, they may cut off that utility. Once payment of the late bill has been made, it 

usually takes under a couple of hours for the power to come back on or phone to be 

reconnected, etc. Be prepared to pay a “reconnection fee,” depending on the service. 

 

Finances 

Banking 

In Japan, you will likely find that banks are generally open from Mondays to Fridays from 

9:00 – 15:00 and closed on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays (although main branches of 

post offices are typically open later). The largest bank in Hiroshima Prefecture is Hiroshima 

Ginko, or Hirogin. Some people prefer to use the Japan Post Bank to do their banking as 

they give a slightly better savings rate. Ultimately, the bank you will have your salary 

deposited into will likely be determined by your contracting organization. 

 

Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) 

Most ATMs in Japan are not available 24 hours a day. Hirogin ATMs are typically 

open from 8:45 – 20:00 on weekdays and until 19:00 on weekends and holidays. If 

you are in a bind, many convenience store ATMs are open later. Most banks also 

charge a fee of about ¥108 if you use the ATM after a certain time or on holidays. If 

you use another bank’s ATM, be prepared to pay another fee of ¥108. 

ATM Buttons 

Deposit 
 

お預け入れ: o-azukeire 

ご入金: go-nyuukin 

Withdrawal 
 

お引き出し: o-hikidashi 

払戻: haraimodoshi 

Transfer to Another of Your 
Accounts 

 

お振替: o-furikae 

Transfer to a Different 
Account 

 

お振り込み: o-furikomi 

Confirmation 
 

確認: kakunin 

Update Bankbook 
 

通帳記入: tsuuchou kinyuu 

Correction 
 

訂正: teisei 

 

Account Balance 
 

残高照会: zandaka shoukai 

 

Cancel Transaction 
 

取消: torikeshi 
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Sending Money Abroad 

Please refer to your copy of the JET GIH (also available online) for further information. 

http://jetprogramme.org/en/gih/ 

 

Bank Remittance 

1. Telegraphic Transfers 電信送金 (denshin sokin) 

 This type of transfer involves a telegraphic transfer from a bank (that can deal in 

a foreign currency exchange) to a specific account in your home country. The 

costs of telegraphic transfers vary greatly, but typically range from ¥2,000 to 

¥7,000 per remittance. 

2. Mail Transfers 普通送金 (futsu sokin) 

 This method is a safe and fast means of transferring funds. Your money is first 

changed to a foreign currency in Japan, the amount is written on a transfer 

statement, and the money is mailed overseas. When the statement arrives at 

your bank, the amount is transferred into your account. This takes two weeks 

and costs around ¥2,500.  

 This method is not recommended, as most foreign banks refuse to deposit 

foreign checks. Foreign banks that do will charge large fees. Electronic transfer 

is better. 

3. Transfer to/ between Bank Accounts 口 座 あ て 送 金 ・ 口 座 間 送 金  (kozaate 

sokin/kozakan sokin) 

 A transfer made to a foreign bank account or post office account. An electronic 

transfer between two accounts usually costs ¥2,500 for each transfer, and the 

maximum amount of money you can transfer depends on the country to which it 

is sent. It takes an average of two to four business days for the transfer, and 

there may also be consignment fees. 

4. Sending Money to an Address 通常為替 (Ordinary Money Order - tsujo kawase) 

 After you pay for the remittance amount and handling charges at the post office, 

postal money orders are, in principle, issued in Japan and then sent to the 

payee‘s address. However, it depends on the country. Handling charges are 

¥2,000-2,500 per remittance. There is a limit to the number or remittances that 

can be sent. This remittance method usually takes from five to 30 days, and 

some fees may be deducted from the amount of money sent, such as 

consignment fees.  

http://jetprogramme.org/en/gih/
http://jetprogramme.org/en/gih/
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 This method is not recommended as most foreign banks refuse to deposit 

foreign checks. Also, please note this service is NOT available to 

Canadians. Banks that do accept these money orders charge large fees. 

Electronic transfer is better. 

5. GoRemit (Formerly Go Llyods)* 

 GoRemit remittance service gives you same day telegraphic transfer (if made 

before 3:00 pm) in most major currencies at very competitive exchange rates. 

The service allows you to use your local ATM, or any of the other ATMs in 

Japan, to transfer money home. There is a flat fee for the service of ¥2,000 per 

remittance. It costs nothing to register for the service.  

 Check http://www.shinseibank.com/goremit/ for more information (an English 

option is available at the top of the page). With the benefits, it is not hard to see 

why many JETs use this service. If you need help, check with someone who has 

been here a while. 

6. Transferwise 

 This is a slightly more recent addition to the list of remittance services for 

international money transfers, and it boasts an easier sign-up and better rates. 

Sign up at https://transferwise.com/. 

 Additionally, the more people who sign up for Transferwise using the link on the 

Hiroshima JET Scholarship Fund Facebook page 

(https://www.facebook.com/HJSFund) and actually use it to send money home, 

the more bonus donations that HJSF will receive. So, send money home and 

donate to a good cause at the same time. 

 

Automatic Bank Transfers 

You can have your water, gas, electricity, telephone (both domestic and long distance), and 

NHK TV fees transferred automatically from your bank account. The application procedure 

can be handled from the finance counter of your bank. The following are necessary: (1) a 

receipt or bill from each company, (2) your account passbook, and (3) your hanko (inkan). 

There is often a quick, all-in-one application form. To pay bills in person at the post office, 

the payments have to be made between 9:00am and 4:00pm on a working day. Certain bills, 

such as utility bills, may also be payable at convenience stores, but the bills you can pay 

may vary from location to location and store to store. 

 

http://www.shinseibank.com/goremit/
https://transferwise.com/
https://www.facebook.com/HJSFund
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Furikomi (振込) 

To deposit cash in another party’s bank or a postal account within Japan, there is a system 

called furikomi, which is fully automated. Banks have machines like ATMs at which you can 

deposit cash into the desired account merely by entering the account number, branch name, 

and your own name and telephone number. After you have done it once, you can receive a 

“shortcut” card, so all you have to do the next time is insert the card and the cash to transfer 

the money. This is a very handy way of making rent and other regular payments (if they are 

not being automatically withdrawn from your account) or for making one-off payments into 

somebody’s account; however, not many of these machines have English options, yet, so if 

you’re unsure how to use them, ask a bank clerk for help or bring your supervisor. You can 

also do this manually with the bank teller. 

 

Credit Cards 

Getting a credit card in Japan can be a challenge if you are not a permanent resident. 

Although, some have noted that the longer you have lived in Japan, the more likely your 

credit card application will be accepted. While it is not impossible, it is less than likely that 

any company will accept and process a card for you if you have lived here for less than 6 

months. However, there are alternatives until you reach that point, and a few options when 

you do. While there are numerous services, the most common options for getting a credit 

card are as follows: 

 

Prepaid Visas 

At nearly every convenience store, you will see a row of prepaid cards that can be 

purchased. Examples include iTunes, Amazon, Rakuten cards, and more. Most 

importantly, you may also see prepaid Visa cards. If you do not see them, don’t worry, as 

all konbini have kiosks (Lawson’s Loppi, for example) from where you can purchase 

event tickets, pay for Internet purchases, and, yes, buy virtual prepaid Visa cards.  

V-Preca is currently the best option to use. It’s available via kiosks (and sometimes in 

physical copies) at all of the major convenience stores in Japan in quantities of ￥3,000, 

￥5,000, ￥7,000, and ￥10,000. Sign-up on the website (http://vpc.lifecard.co.jp/en/) is 

easy as more English instructions have been added. When you purchase it via a kiosk, 

take the kiosk receipt to the cashier, who will then print out a receipt containing your 

http://vpc.lifecard.co.jp/en/
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activation code. Go into your account and input the code (コード入力). Then, select your 

virtual card design, input your name (romaji is okay, but it must be entered 

alphanumerically using a Japanese Input Method Editor), and decide if you want this to 

be a new card or if you would like to add the total to an existing card. Once you do all 

that, you can check the card’s information (情報) to see the card number, 3-digit security 

code, and expiration date. 

*Note: Online card registration/activation is usually in Japanese, so some knowledge 

might be necessary. 

 

Rakuten Ginko Debit Card* 

Appling for a debit card online with Rakuten Ginko 楽天銀行 is one of your best options. 

Although, to be clear, it is entirely possible (maybe even likely) that you will not be 

accepted the first time you apply. It can definitely be annoying, but you should wait a 

while, maybe a couple months and apply again and see. After completing the process 

successfully, your card will arrive in the mail along with steps you need to take to start 

using it. To deposit/withdraw, you can use various convenience store ATMs. 

A huge note is that registration is in Japanese, and unfortunately the English-language 

application support page is no longer available. So, you may have to seek help from a 

native Japanese speaker or one of your senior JETs. 

 

Shinsei Bank 

Some great features of this bank are their overseas remittance options (such as the 

previously mentioned GoRemit service) as well as the fact that you can use ATMs after 

normal hours and special occasions without extra fees using their card. They also have 

numerous other interesting features. You can check out their options and/or start an 

application on their website in English at http://www.shinseibank.com/english/. 

 

Japan Post 

If you open an account with the post office, you can then apply/ask the staff about getting 

a debit card or credit card to accompany your account. 

 

http://www.shinseibank.com/english/
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American Express 

You can apply online or through the Costco in Hiroshima City. It requires an annual fee 

and is quite expensive. 

 

Taxes 

The taxes you pay in Japan depend on your nationality, year on the program, and job type. 

For example, all CIRs, many 1st and 2nd year participants, and all 3rd – 5th year 

participants have to pay residence taxes in Japan. When you receive your Certificate of 

Earnings, a small slip of paper which you'll receive near the end of the calendar year, KEEP 

IT. You may need it for renewing your visa, filing your taxes, or when you return to your 

home country. 

 

Home Country Taxes 

Your home country’s taxes are a separate matter. Please refer to the Handbook, use online 

resources, or call your Consulate/Embassy if you have any doubts. Most of us do not have 

to pay income tax in our home countries on the JET income, but there are some exceptions, 

so it is important to confirm this. Many countries require that a foreign income tax form be 

filed. Failure to do this could mean forfeiting your tax exemption. Home taxes are your 

responsibility, so make sure you find out what you should do.  

Residence Taxes  住民税  じゅうみんぜい  juminzei  

Those of you who pay Japanese income tax (所得税しょとくぜい shotokuzei) should not have 

to pay any tax on the period from August to December of the first year that you came to 

Japan. However, you will have to pay tax commencing January of the following year. 

Resident taxes are payable in June for the previous year's residence. 

 Resident taxes are broken down into: 

 (1) city or town taxes 市民税  しみんぜい shiminzei 

    町民税  ちょうみんぜい chominzei  

 (2) prefectural taxes 県民税  けんみんぜい kenminzei 

Your salary will be adjusted accordingly (so everyone gets the same net salary). 

You will receive a tax payment book in late May or early June (in the mail), which is easily 

payable at the bank or post office (perhaps in installments). If you don't receive this, don't 
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worry about paying taxes. Your host institution will usually handle payment for resident taxes 

in one of three ways: 

 (1) they'll make monthly or quarterly payments for you. 

 (2) they'll include the money in your gross monthly salary, and you'll be  

  responsible for using this to pay your tax bill in June. 

 (3) they'll pay the money in a lump sum in June when your tax bill comes. 

It's very important to confirm whether and when you will be liable for resident taxes and 

which method your host institution is using. If you receive the payment booklet, that’s 普通徴

収 (futuuchoushu; ordinary collection). If your school will pay on your behalf, that’s 特別徴収 

(tokubetu choushuu; special collection). Many ALTs have been caught by surprise in June 

with a hefty bill to pay, so find out as much as you can right away. 

 

Utilities 

Connection of utilities to your apartment or house should be taken care of by your host 

institution. Please advise your supervisor if your services are not connected. We suggest 

that you use the automatic payment system to pay your utilities – it will save time and hassle. 

 

Electricity 

You will be billed monthly. In Japan, there are two electric cycles and voltages. In Hiroshima, 

the current is 60 hertz and the voltage is 100 volts. However, in some buildings, there are 

electric sockets for appliances requiring 200 volts – check with your landlord. Using 

appliances which do not match the current and the voltage may cause damage to both the 

appliance and the circuits. Be especially careful when using electrical appliances brought 

from overseas. You may want to get a step-up transformer if you are worried about voltage 

differences. They are available from larger electrical stores (Edion, Best Denki, etc.); ask the 

salesclerk for a電圧の変換機 denatsu no henkanki. 

 

Gas 

You will be billed monthly. Some apartments are connected to Hiroshima City Gas, others to 

private companies. In Hiroshima three kinds of gas are used, city gas (都市ガス toshi gasu), 

propane gas (プロパンガス), and natural gas (天然ガス tennengasu ). 
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Water 

You will be billed every other month, either from your landlord or a local municipality. 

 

Methods of Payment 

By Automatic Withdrawal 

Once you are registered, utility costs will be deducted automatically from your personal 

bank account. See FINANCES for more information. 

At the Bank or Post Office 

At an ATM, you can pay through a furikomi. See FINANCES for more information. 

To the Collector 

Call and schedule a time for someone to come to your door and collect. 

At a Convenience Store 

If the bill has a bar code, you can pay at a convenience store. The clerk can scan it and 

you pay as you pay for anything else at the store. Please note that not all convenience 

stores have this service, and some companies have deals only with certain store chains. 

Warning Slips 

Most companies only give one notice, usually a bright red warning card, before shutting off 

service. 

 

Mobile Phones 

Nowadays, numerous companies compete with each other to provide the latest, cheapest 

kind of phones. It can be a bit overwhelming, but if you do your research, you can find a 

phone that best suits you. 

If you are not able to speak Japanese, signing up for a phone can be quite intimidating and 

stressful, but your supervisor should be able to help you. Please ask him or her politely. You 

will need some documents, like your proof of residence and bank account information. 

Mobile phones in Japan can be bought at individual retailers or directly from the host 

company. There is very little difference in where you go as all retailers offer the same “plans” 

as the host company. It is possible to get deeper discounts on the initial cost of the phone if 

you shop around. If you live in a smaller or more remote town, ask your co-workers about 
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which service to use as reception can be a problem if you are using a company with no local 

towers or give your home address to the person you are purchasing your phone from, and 

ask for a scan. 3G phones are on a different satellite system, so they can be used even 

when you leave the country on vacation or a trip home, but roaming charges can be costly. 

The leading phone companies are SoftBank, AU (by KDDI), and DoCoMo. Although 

SoftBank is considered the cheapest and DoCoMo the most expensive, each company 

offers similar phones, and prices really depend on how much you use your phone and what 

plan you choose. 

 

Trash and Recycling 

Disposing of trash in Japan can be a confusing. Most City Halls will have a guide available 

with pictures to help you figure out your trash schedule and sorting. Ask your CO and other 

JETs in your area if you need help finding one. In most areas of Hiroshima Prefecture, trash 

and recycling pickup is on a set schedule. Cardboard, glass, and newspaper collections can 

be rare, sometimes once every two or four weeks, so it is important to check your schedule. 

Also, make sure you use the correct color bag for the correct garbage. If you use the wrong 

bag, your garbage may be left behind and a kindly neighbor may even bring it back to you. 

You cannot throw air-conditioning units, fridges, washing machines, or televisions out on Big 

Trash Day (sodai gomi no hi), but rather will need to pay a fee to have an electrical goods 

retailer or your local recycle store come and dispose of your appliances. The fee depends on 

the type of appliance you need to dispose of as well as the company you are using. 

Here is a basic guide to the recycling and disposal symbols Japan uses: 

紙 kami  Paper/Burnable 

 

プラ pura  Plastic/Non-burnable 

 

アルミ arumi  Aluminum 

 

スチール suchiru Steel 

 

ペット petto   Plastic PET Bottle  
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Postal Services 

Post office hours are generally from Monday to Friday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. Some post 

offices are also open on Saturday 9:00 am to 12:00 noon. Main city offices and large 

branches may stay open until 7:00 pm on weekdays and 3:00 pm on Saturdays or even offer 

a 24-hour window. You can spot post offices by their mark: a red “〒.” 

For more information, get the free English copy of the “Post Office Guide” from your local 

post office. Information on Postal Services for Hiroshima is available in English at (082) 224-

0380 (Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) and at post.japanpost.jp/english/index.html.  

Your JET Diary has additional information on postal services in Japan. 

International Mail (国際郵便 kokusai yubin) 

Similar to services in your home country, you can sometimes buy stationery or envelopes at 

the Post Office, but in addition to regular letters, you can use the following services: 

Parcel Post 小包郵便物 

kozutsumi yuubinbutsu 

Parcels up to 20 kg 

Pre-Stamped 

Aerogramme 

航空書簡 

koukuu shokan 

There is a standard size for 

aerogramme 

Printed Matter 印刷物 

insatsubutsu 

Christmas cards, books, catalogues, 

copied documents, etc., can be sent 

at a discounted rate. You must show 

the Post Office staff the parcel before 

sealing. 

International Postcards 国際郵便はがき 

kokusai yuubin hagaki 

International Postcards 

Small Packages 小型包装物 

kogata housoubutsu 

Small packages: When sending items 

under 2 kg (under 5 kg for books) 

Courier service 国際エクスプレスメール 

kokusai ekusupuresu 

meru 

With EMS, or Kokusai Express Mail, 

the Post Office staff will issue you   

permanent customer service number, 

and will collect boxes from your 

home. 
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Fax service 国際レタックス 

kokusai retakkusu 

 

 

Subject to revision by the government yearly; please confirm before going to the Post Office. 

 

Domestic Mail (国内郵便 kokunai yubin) 

You can buy pre-stamped postcards (はがき hagaki), send parcels via Yu-Pack (ゆうぱっく), 

send money within Japan using a Cash Registration Envelope (現金書留 げんきんかきとめ 

genkin kakitome), as well as all the usual postal services. Send with next-day delivery by 

asking for the sokutatsu service (速達 そくたつ). 

 

Non-Delivery Notification (不在配達 fuzai haitatsu or不在連絡 fuzai renraku) 

This is left when you are not home to sign for a registered letter or package. You must 

specify the desired date and place for re-delivery and drop off the notice in a mailbox. If your 

main branch is close, take it to the post office with your alien registration card to pick it up. 

Don't make the mistake of throwing this away if you don't recognize it.  

Most courier companies including Japan Post, but excluding Sagawa, will have an English 

phone line for re-delivery on the notice. Simply call the number and request to have your 

package re-delivered. This will often be done on the same day if you call early enough, 

including weekends! It’s incredibly useful, as most of us will be at school when packages are 

delivered.  

 

Post Office Banking *See the FINANCES section for more details.* 

Post Offices also offer banking services. If your town does not have a bank, or if you prefer 

the Postal Savings system, you can open an account at your local post office. To open a 

postal deposit account, you need to bring at least ¥100 or more for an initial deposit and your 

inkan (or signature). You will receive a cash card for the ATM machines and a passbook. 

Deposit slips are blue and withdrawal slips are red. You can then use the banking services 

at Post Offices nationwide. Most Post Office ATMs have an English language transaction 

button. 
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Mass Media 

Television 

Local television stations include NHK, NHK Educational, RCC (TBS), HOME (Asahi), TSS 

(Fuji), and HTV (NTV).  

BS, the NHK Satellite service, is also available. Foreign movies are shown frequently on TV. 

There is also bilingual news, sports and other TV shows. In order to hear the English 

soundtrack, your TV or audio system needs a bilingual switch (音声切り替え - おんせいきりか

え - onsei kirikae). Most shows are not bilingual, but Japanese TV almost always has Closed 

Captions, and it is always good to practice your Japanese.  

 Note: The news at 7 on NHKG is always available in English. 

At first you can get around five basic channels for free, but some day you may get a visit 

from the NHK fee collector, as technically it should be paid for. If you own a TV and actually 

watch it you should pay them, but make sure you know for what you are paying. 

Usually, a representative knocks on your door to ask for your bank account information. After 

that, money will be taken out of your account every month. You are also asked to pay for the 

money you owe them up until the time they track you down, so it may come out to quite a 

hefty sum. It has been known for some collectors to go through an ALT’s school to set up 

direct debits, so make sure you know exactly what you are signing or stamping at work. 

 

Satellite TV 

A new satellite dish and tuner cost about ¥40,000. Installation costs about ¥20,000. The 

compulsory NHK fee is about ¥930 per month. For installing the equipment, your house or 

apartment should be facing southwest; if not, it will cost more. Some mansions already have 

satellite dishes installed. There are 3 services: NHK BS, WowWow (for info, call 0570-

008080), and Sky Perfect (call 0570-039-888 and press 9 for English assistance).  

 

Radio/Audio 

Radio is not very popular in Japan, and the spectrum is very limited. Hiroshima has three AM 

and two FM stations. If you are lucky enough to pick it up, the American army base at 

Iwakuni broadcasts on the Far East Network (FEN), AM 1575 Khz. 

Of course, if you would like to listen to music or news, there are a plethora of podcasts, 
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Internet radio stations, and streaming music services available. However, if you want CDs, 

you can rent them at some video rental places or buy them at Tower Records (downtown 

Hiroshima, top floor of PARCO dept. store), on Amazon.co.jp, or at used CD stores. 

 

Newspapers 

The book stores Maruzen or Kinokuniya carry the Japan Times. The Daily Yomiuri can be 

found at Hiroshima Station. You can have the following English-language dailies delivered: 

Daily Yomiuri     0120-431158 

Japan Times    0120-036242 

Asahi Evening News/Weekly 0120-456-371 

Mainichi Daily News/Weekly  03-3212-0885 

Note: The Japan Times offers a free 7-day trial subscription if you are interested. 

 

English Magazines and Newsletters 

English magazines from abroad can be found at Kinokuniya, Maruzen, most other 

bookshops, and Tower Records. There are also newsletters such as the “HIC 通信” available 

at the Hiroshima International Center or the IEL. In addition, GetHiroshima is a magazine to 

help you fully enjoy your time in Hiroshima. It is packed with all sorts of information and is 

published 4 times a year. 

 

English Books 

There’s a fair variety of books at the major bookstores in the city (see the Hiroshima City 

guide section). You can also get English books on Amazon.co.jp. Another fantastic website 

is www.bookdepository.com, which has everything and offers free international shipping! 

 

Movies 

Check your local section for more information on movie theaters in your area.  

*A word of caution: while some theaters offer foreign films, some are only available dubbed 

in Japanese! Foreign movies with Japanese subtitles are listed as 字幕版 jimaku-ban; 

movies that will be dubbed in Japanese are listed as 吹替版 fukikae-ban. 

Going to the movies can be a bit expensive (around ¥1,800), but there are some special 

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/Amazon.co.jp
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/Amazon.co.jp
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/www.bookdepository.com
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discount days. Check with your local theater. Later showings after 8pm also have a reduced 

“late show” price.  

 

Internet 

Your supervisor/school office should assist you in setting up the Internet. It’s their 

job! Ask politely, give them tea and cookies, etc. If that doesn’t work out, you can use this 

guide to assist you. Setup and monthly fees for Internet service are very reasonable, and 

there are only a few companies with modem and ISDN services as their main offering. If you 

are in an area that is not covered by one of the big broadband providers, talk with other JETs 

in your area about your Internet options. If you are interested in setting up or changing your 

service, the best site to use is BB Apply (bbapply.com). After you fill out an availability report, 

they will e-mail you all the information needed (including Japanese forms usually filled out), 

and they list the available services personalized for your house or apartment.  

 

YahooBB! ADSL Broadband Service 

YahooBB! will give you broadband ADSL service up to 50mbps (megabits/second) at a very 

reasonable price. The speed of your connection is dependent on location and how much you 

want to pay. Included with YahooBB! is the BB Phone service, which allows for very cheap 

international calls via VOIP. You can hook any phone into the back of your YahooBB modem 

and use this service. If you have an NTT phone line, YahooBB! service will run you around 

¥3,366 to ¥4,214/month (tax and all rental fees included and depending on desired 

connection) and an extra ¥300/month or so if you don't have an NTT line.  

Customer Service is offered in English and Japanese. Tech support is offered only in 

Japanese. However, there is a very helpful community-run help forum at eikaiwa.net.  

The founder of BB Apply also runs a support forum for YahooBB. 

 

NTT B Flets and Hikari Fiber Service 

NTT has recently started offering its own broadband alternative to YahooBB!. B Flets ranges 

widely in price, from ¥3,300/month up to more than ¥30,000/month, depending on your 

setup. An average account with B Flets will tend to run around ¥5,500/month.  B Flets also 

has significant setup costs, costing from around ¥20,000 to ¥30,000 depending on where 

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/bbapply.com
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/eikaiwa.net
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you live (and if you live in an apartment wired for fiber optic service). However, B Flets can 

easily be shared between multiple users, making it a possible cheap alternative for JETs 

living in the same apartment block. B Flets service also goes up to 100mbps, twice 

YahooBB!'s speed. 

Check the following sites: flets-w.com/english/flets_hikari and ispJapan.org. 

 

Other Options 

Jens Spinnet (spinnet.jp/indexe.html) JET/English Friendly 

Asahi Net (asahi-net.jp/en) 

OCN (ocn.ne.jp/english) 

*Please note that it can take 1-3 months for Internet to be installed and ready to use. 

 

Public Transportation 

What is available and what you use will depend on your placement and habits. Ask those 

who live around your area for more information. There is also a lot of information about 

Japanese transportation in English on the Internet, including maps and timetables. A favorite 

among JETs is http://www.hyperdia.com, which gives up-to-date train schedules, maps, and 

fares for all trains in Japan. It is available in English, Japanese, and Chinese.  

Like most things, the ticket and schedule systems for transportation will be intimidating at 

first, but mastering them will be a great asset and save a lot of time and headaches. 

Learning a few words in Japanese and asking staff for help, as well as using Internet 

resources to prepare and doing dry runs, will all help your travels run smoothly. 

 

Train 電車 (or 列車) でんしゃ (or れっしゃ) densha (or resha) 

Train Station 駅 えき eki 

Bullet Train 新幹線 しんかんせん shinkansen 

Bus バス basu 

Bus Stop バス停 ばすてい basutei 

Astram アストラムライン asutoramurain 

Streetcar 路面電車 ろめんでんしゃ romendensha 

file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/flets-w.com/english/flets_hikari
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/ispJapan.org
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/spinnet.jp/indexe.html
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/asahi-net.jp/en
file:///C:/Users/sb60120/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/KGNN5UQS/ocn.ne.jp/english
http://www.hyperdia.com/
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Ferry フェリー ferii 

Port 港 みなと minato 

Commuter Pass 定期券 ていきけん teiki ken 

 

If you use the same route more than 20 times a month, a commuter pass is usually worth 

buying. You are allowed unlimited use between two designated stops. and you can get 

on/off anywhere between the two stops. Passes are available for various times, usually sold 

in monthly increments. They are available for JR trains, inner-city street cars, and buses in 

most areas, as well as a combination in some cases. Check the Internet for more info, but 

the best option is to call or go to a sales window for more information. Larger train stations 

usually have staff that can speak sufficient English to answer questions. For riding the bus or 

streetcar, PASPY cards will give you a 10% discount, and they are convenient. Buy them on 

any bus or streetcar. See more information below under the Buses section. 

 

Discount Tickets 

In most urban areas there is some kind of discount booth or vending machine where you can 

buy cheaper bus, train, ferry, shinkansen, and even plane tickets. In Hiroshima city there are 

many counters, including one near Sun Mall, across from Hiroshima Station, and several 

along the Hondori. In Fukuyama it is across from the bus information center tucked between 

the row of shops to the East. Discounts are usually 1-5%, and sometimes more. These 

discount booths also offer postage stamps and tickets to concerts and sporting events at a 

discount as well.  

 

Trains 

Japan Rail (JR)  

JR is the biggest public transportation company in Japan, operating some buses and ferries, 

but is mostly known for operating trains, including the shinkansen (bullet train). Trains stop 

quite early compared to what you might be used to. (usually 9-12 p.m.). There are a range of 

different tickets and passes available. Information is available at 

www.westjr.co.jp/english/global.html. Instead of buying an ordinary ticket, you may also want 

to consider the following:  

 

ICOCA (Formerly JR west region only; now it can be used in most of the country.) 

ICOCA is a rechargeable smart card that eliminates the need for tickets. A card can be 
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obtained from any JR ticket window for ¥2000 (¥500 yen returnable deposit and ¥1500 

charge). It can be charged using machines located at most stations and in some other 

locations. There is no discount for using a standard ICOCA card, but they are convenient 

during high traffic times, if you are in a rush, or you use the trains often. ICOCA cards can 

also be used to pay for things at some convenience stores and at most shops in stations. 

 

Discount Tickets       

Generally 11 for the price of 10.  For use between two designated stops.  

 

Pre-paid JR Orange Card                      

These can be purchased at any station, as well as at many other outlets. They are used like 

telephone cards at most JR ticket vending machines in Japan. A ¥1,000 card will have 

¥1,070 worth of credits on it. Available in ¥1,000 or ¥5,000 denominations, orange cards 

never expire.  

 

Youth 18 Ticket                   

The seishun jyuuhachi kippu (literally 'youth 18 ticket') is available three times a year to 

anyone of any age during the spring, summer and winter school holidays. It is a great option 

to travel cheaply across the country, if you have the time. The “seishun” ticket costs a total of 

¥11,850 and consists of a 5 ticket booklet (each ticket worth ¥2,300). During the usable 

periods, one of these tickets is good for unlimited travel on that day on all JR lines and trains, 

except for Shinkansen and Limited Express trains. The tickets can be used consecutively, 

spread out, or between 5 friends. For info on availability, check out 

www.jreast.co.jp/e/pass/seishun18.html 

 

Shinkansen (Bullet Train) 

Japan’s shinkansen trains are always on time, fast, and convenient, but expensive. However, 

when you consider other factors (waiting at airport, getting to and from airports, comfort, etc) 

it’s usually quite competitive with domestic flights in time and price. Hiroshima Station to 

Tokyo Station is only three and a half hours flat along the Sanyō Shinkansen Line. There are 

four main classes of train on this line, in order of speed/fewest stops: Nozomi, Hikari, Sakura 

and Kodama. Planning ahead and reserving tickets are good ideas if you are not confident. 

Private Railways 

Not all trains in Japan are operated by Japan Rail. Be careful when buying a ticket that you 

don’t pay full fare to your destination only to find out that you have to buy the ticket twice in 

order to pay the private section of your travel. 

http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/pass/seishun18.html
http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/pass/seishun18.html
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Street Cars www.hiroden.co.jp/en (now available in English) 

Hiroshima city is home to the biggest and busiest streetcar system in Japan, and are a 

nostalgic way to see the city and get a feel for the atmosphere. There are 8 different lines 

running frequently between major destinations such as Hiroshima Station, Yokogawa Station, 

Nishi-Hiroshima station, Hiroshima Port, Miyajima-guchi, and so on. The fare is only ¥160 for 

travel in the inner city (市内) , ¥110 on the Hakushima Line (白島).  

On the Miyajima-guchi (宮島口) line it increases incrementally after you depart Nishi-

Hiroshima Station (西広島) going towards Miyajima, up to ¥260. Payment methods are the 

same as local buses (see below).  

There are also one- and two-day unlimited ride tickets available (some include the ferry 

to/from Miyajima and include the gondola ride on the island).  

When there is no direct streetcar line to your destination, you can get a transfer card to 

change trains. Tell the driver your destination when getting off the streetcar and ask for a 

transfer card (乗り換えカード, norikae kaado). You can only receive a transfer card at certain 

stops - look for the stops marked with a large circle on the streetcar maps. If you use PASPY 

(see below), transfers are done automatically. 

http://www.hiroden.co.jp/en
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Astram Line astramline.co.jp (Japanese only) 

This commuter line starts underground at Hondori and circles north/northwest all the way to 

Koiki Koen and the Big Arch Stadium. After Johoku Station the ride is above ground. Bus 

cards and PASPY (see below) can be used for payment.  

 

 

Buses 

Websites for bus travel: 

www.h-buscenter.com (Japanese only) - Hiroshima Bus Center official website. 

http://www.tomotetsu.co.jp/tomotetsu/ (Japanese only) - Tomotetsu Bus Company. 

http://www.chugokubus.jp (Japanese only) - Chugoku Bus Company. 

 

 

Local Buses 

Each region and bigger towns have bus centers. In Hiroshima, the main one is Hiroshima 

Bus Center, located inside the SOGO Department Store building. In Fukuyama it is directly 

in front of the train station. 

There are three ways to pay for buses: cash, bus card, or rechargeable smart card (PASPY 

or ICOCA.) Get on at the back door and off at the front.  

  

Cash: Get on and take a fare-adjustment ticket (整理券  せいりけん seiri ken). The fare for 

each stop is indicated on the fare-board at the front of the bus. When you get off, put the 

EXACT CHANGE into the box at the front. There is a money changing machine at the 

front as well if you don’t have exact change. Usually only ¥1,000 notes and lower are 

accepted. 

 

Bus Card: Get on and insert your bus card into the green reader. When you get off, insert 

into the red reader at the front for automatic far adjustment. 

 

PASPY (see below) or other rechargeable smart card: Get on and swipe/touch your card 

on reader. When you get off, swipe/touch again. 

 

Highway Bus/Inter-City Buses/Overnight Buses 

There are several highway bus companies serving Hiroshima and go to many large cities 

http://www.h-buscenter.com/
http://www.tomotetsu.co.jp/tomotetsu/
http://www.chugokubus.jp/
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throughout Japan. Willer express (willerexpress.com/en/) is a great service. They are 

generally cheaper than taking the train, but usually take longer. Reservations are important, 

as buses fill quickly during long holidays. The night bus is a popular way to cover long 

distances in Japan for cheap and consolidates a night’s accommodation and transportation 

into one. Keep in mind you will suffer some comfort for going with this option, however. 

Sample price: Overnight to Osaka, ¥4,500 (as opposed to ¥10,000 for the shinkansen). 

Willer Express leaves around 10:50pm and arrives in Osaka at 5:50am. Some highway 

buses take city bus cards, while others require you to pay the exact fare as you get 

off. Others require a pre-paid ticket. It is important that you confirm this prior to getting on the 

bus. The main hubs are Hiroshima Bus Center, Fukuyama Bus Center, Kure, and Miyoshi 

Bus Center. 

 

PASPY  

http://www.paspy.jp (Japanese only) 

The PASPY system is a rechargeable smartcard payment system, similar to ICOCA (see 

above), used on local buses, Hiroshima city streetcars, and the Astram. It was introduced in 

early 2008 and is now usable in the majority of Hiroshima Prefecture. The card can be 

purchased at ticket windows, major streetcar stops, on most buses and streetcars from the 

staff, and at most bus center ticket windows. It costs ¥2,000 (¥500 returnable deposit and 

¥1,500 charge) and they can be charged using machines at stations, and also on the bus.  

Note: Charged ICOCA cards can be used on the PASPY system, but PASPY cards cannot 

be used on the ICOCA system to board a JR train. However, if you use an ICOCA card to 

ride a streetcar, you cannot freely transfer to another line, like you can with the Bus Cards or 

PASPY. In addition PASPY users save 10% on bus fare. 

 

Taxis 

**Do not open the doors of the taxi yourself!!** 

In most taxis, the driver automatically opens and closes the rear passenger door.  Opening 

and closing them yourself might (1) irritate the driver and (2) wreck the mechanism that 

operates the doors. Taxis are available for hire if the red sign is lit on the display panel on 

the dashboard. Taxis not for hire have a green sign lit on the dashboard. There are two 

typical sizes of taxis, small (小型  こがた  kogata) and mid-sized (中型  ちゅうがた  chuu 

gata). The small taxis have a start-up fare ranging from ¥550 and the mid-sized ranging from 

¥610 for the first 1.5 kilometers. The fare rises every 410 meters for small taxis and every 

335 meters for mid-sized taxis. However, when the taxi is stopped at a traffic light or in traffic, 

the fare rises on a time-based unit. There is usually an additional 20% charge from 11PM ~ 

http://www.paspy.jp/
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5 AM. Some taxis now accept credit cards as well as cash. Taxis hang around typical 

hotspots like stations and other high traffic areas, but can be flagged down on the street as 

well. 

 

Airports www.hij.airport.jp/english 

Hiroshima has one airport. It is a modern, international airport inconveniently located 

northeast of the city, but is easily accessible by highway shuttle buses departing from the 

Hiroshima Bus Center, Hiroshima Station (shinkansen side, 45min, ¥1,340), Fukuyama Bus 

Center (60min, ¥1350), Mihara (38min, ¥820), Takehara (30min, ¥1,000), Shiraichi (15min, 

¥390), and Kure (70min, ¥1340). It has regular domestic flights to major cities around Japan, 

as well as a few international destinations in East Asia (including Seoul). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hiroshima Port and Ferries www2.uminet.jp (Japanese only) 

http://www.hij.airport.jp/english
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Hiroshima’s port is easily accessible by street car (about a 15-minute ride from the city 

center). You can access a variety of smaller islands. Bicycles, scooters, and vehicles can 

usually be taken on ferries, although there is a fee. Ninoushima is a fun day trip option from 

the port, only a 20-minute ferry ride away. It’s Hiroshima City’s closest island, and is fun for a 

bike ride and/or hike to the top of the mountain, which includes a nice view of Hiroshima city. 

Currently, the only route to a destination outside of Hiroshima-ken is to Matsuyama in 

Shikoku (another recommended trip). Traveling from Fukuoka, ferries and hydrofoils are also 

a budget friendly way to travel to South Korea (http://www.jrbeetle.co.jp/internet/index.html). 

 

Bicycles 

Cheaper than a car, often convenient, and great exercise, they are a great way to get around 

in the city and country. Plus, haven’t you noticed it’s how the locals are all getting around? 

Registering your bikes and using locks are highly recommended, as bicycles are one of the 

most commonly stolen items in Japan (although still much safer than most other countries). 

Bicycles can be brought on buses and trains, as long as it is disassembled and in a travel 

bag, although you will still receive weird looks. 

There are designated parking areas for about 100 – 200 yen per day in major cities, and in 

some cities there are no parking zones for bicycles. It's advisable to use designated areas, 

or you risk having your bike impounded (especially if you park on the street before 6PM). 

There is a convenient parking garage next to PARCO dept. store, for those in Hiroshima City. 

 

Driving 

Despite lots of warnings from various officials, many JETs in rural areas will want to drive 

and / or buy their own cars at some point. For some JETs it is necessary to have a car to 

commute to school. In this case their contracting organization will assist in all licensing and 

car ownership / rental issues.  Here are a few of the things you'll have to do to get a car and 

keep it. There are two ways to drive in Japan.  One is to hold an International Driver’s Permit 

(IDP). An IDP is valid only in conjunction with a valid license from your own country. You 

must always carry your IDP and your home country license when driving. A new law that 

came into being in June 2002 means that: 

YOU CAN ONLY DRIVE IN JAPAN WITH AN IDP FOR ONE YEAR AFTER YOUR 

OFFICIAL DATE OF ENTRY IN JAPAN. 

After that you must possess a Japanese license. If your license is from a country with a 

reciprocal agreement with Japan on driving (such as Canada, U.K., Australia), it’s a relatively 

http://www.jrbeetle.co.jp/internet/index.html
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straightforward changeover process. You just have to take a vision, hearing and physical 

movement test at the Licensing Center. There is no national reciprocal agreement between 

Japan and the United States. Thus, in order to obtain a Japanese Drivers’ License, USA 

license holders must take the practical driving test.  This is a much more challenging and 

expensive experience altogether. 

 

Am I able to drive? 

This ultimately depends on your contract. Not every ALT has the same contract and policies 

vary depending on your contracting organization. However, the vast majority of JET 

contracts (quite possibly all) in Hiroshima lack any language that makes stipulations on an 

ALT’s right to drive. Essentially, your contracting organization may only encourage you not to 

drive unless it is stated otherwise in your contract. Before any negotiations are made 

regarding your driving privileges, it is best to consult your contract and read through it 

thoroughly.  

 

 

Getting a Japanese Driver’s License （運転免許、うんてんめんきょ、untenmenkyo） 

You must have held a license in your own country for at least three months prior to coming 

to Japan. 

 

Necessary Items  

One identification photo (3cm x 2.4 cm); Certificate of Alien Registration; Valid driver's 

license from your home country; A copy of your driver's license certificate; Passport; A 

Japanese translation of all the information that appears on your country's driver 

license. (This can be done at the Japan Automobile Federation (JAF) and costs 

approximately ￥3,000) The fee of approximately ￥4,100, depending on the license 

desired. 

Many JETS have encountered problems when trying to get their license.  The Licensing 

Center is very particular about proving how long you have had your license and often ask for 

your original license or a letter from your license authority at home proving when you passed 

your test.  They might also ask for a copy of your insurance record or driving record. They 
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will scrutinize your passport to ensure you were actually in your home country for a total 

three months between getting your license and coming out to Japan (some JETs with newly 

issued passports had problems).  The people at the Licensing Center are not renowned for 

their tact and friendliness.  Be prepared to go home without a license after your first visit for 

a reason you would never have thought of.  

 

Taking the Test 

Many Japanese prefectures appear to want as few foreigners on the road as possible. 

Hiroshima-ken is no exception.  Many JETS failed the test 6, 7 or even 8 times for the most 

minor of reasons.  It cannot be stressed enough - START EARLY!  

1.  You must first take a written test (in English) at the Licensing Center.  The written test is 

relatively simple and consists mainly of common sense problems. Although you will 

probably have no trouble passing this test, it is recommended that prior to taking it you 

acquire and look through a copy of the Rules of the Road booklet released by JAF. 

English copies are available and can be ordered at your local police station for ￥1,000. 

You must pass the practical test within six months of the written test.  

2.  To take the practical test you should call to make a reservation.  Only three foreigners 

can take the test in the morning session and three in the afternoon so reserve far in 

advance.  There can often be a waiting period of a few weeks or even a month between 

the times you can take the test.  

3.  Obtain a map of the course before your first time, because if you take the written test on 

the same day you won't have time to walk the course.  Memorize the course.  If you take 

the test again (and experience suggests that you probably will) turn up as early as 

possible so you have time to walk the course (by 8.00am in the morning session and by 

12.30 in the afternoon session).  If possible, bring a Japanese person with you for advice.  

4. Bring all the items you need for changing your license over (see previous)   

5.  The test is less a test of your ability to drive and more a test of your ability to drive like a 

Japanese person.  It is definitely, categorically, undoubtedly worth investing in a lesson or 

two at a driving school.  Bring a Japanese person with you if you’re not so sure of the 

language.  The Driving School will tell you things from a Japanese perspective that you 

really wouldn’t have thought of.  

6.  Licenses are issued on the same day if you are successful, provided you pass the visual, 

hearing and physical movement test.  

7. The test costs approximately ￥2,500 each time you take it (you will have to pay for your 
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license as well if you pass)  

8.  Some people have been turned away due to their clothing.  Open-toed shoes and skirts 

are a no-no.  

9. If possible, avoiding reserving your test in March-April and July-August. Many recent HS 

graduates and university students take advantage of these schools breaks to test, so the 

driving center can be very busy then. 

10. Further tips which might sound ridiculous, but they could help you out: 

● Before getting in the car bend down and check underneath, behind, and in front to 

make sure you can safely pull out. 

● Before starting the car adjust your seat, seat belt, and physically adjust the mirrors 

even if they don’t need adjusting. Check that the emergency brake is in place. Press 

the brake and start the car. Release the emergency brake, turn your turn signal on, 

put the car into drive, and do a full head spin to check ALL of the mirrors. Once you 

have done all of these things you can slowly pull forward. 

● Exaggerate everything you do (such as looking in the mirror) so that your movements 

are obvious to the proctor, and verbalizing your actions is also helpful 

● Be SUPER polite and use as much Japanese as you can – especially “yoroshiku 

onegaishimasu” at the beginning, a sincere sounding “sumimasen!” if you make a 

mistake or need to apologize, and “arigatou gozaimashita” at the end with a bow. 

● Look over your shoulders more than you think you need to, and do the same with 

your mirrors. When you look over your shoulder make sure to turn your head as 

much as possible. 

● Come to full stops, and stop for a full three seconds. 

● ALWAYS KEEP BOTH HANDS ON THE WHEEL. Even when you are slowly 

navigating through tight turns, NEVER use just one hand. 

● STAY LEFT. I failed my first time for two reasons: I didn’t stay left enough in the lane 

while driving and when turning, and I forgot to keep both hands on the wheel when 

driving through the crank. 

11. The tips from number 10 came from the short booklet, “Driving in Japan and Passing the 

Driver’s Test,” which can be found online at http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/, 

and in PDF format at 

http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/DrivinginJapanandPassingtheDriversTest.p

df  

This booklet was written several years ago so some of the numbers and figures might have 

http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/
http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/DrivinginJapanandPassingtheDriversTest.pdf
http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/DrivinginJapanandPassingtheDriversTest.pdf
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changed, but for information on the Practical Test you should definitely check it out. This 

section is both hilarious and super informative. 

 

Hiroshima Prefectural Driver's License Center: 広島県運転免許センター 3-1-1 Ishiuchi-

minami, Saiki-ku, Hiroshima 731-5198  〒731-5198 広島市佐伯区石内南三町目 1 番 1 号

 Telephone: (082) 941-1125 Japan Automobile Federation (JAF) 日本自動車連盟 Nihon 

Jidosha Renmei 2-9-3 Kogo-kita, Nishi-ku, Hiroshima 733-0821 〒733-0821 広島市西区

庚午北 2-9-3  Telephone: (082) 272-0321 
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Owning a Car 

Getting a Car 

Here you have two options, to buy or to long-term rent. Deciding whether to buy or rent will 

mostly come down to a question of how long you intend to stay in Japan. It may make more 

economic sense to rent if you only stay for a year or two, but if you stay for three or more, 

purchasing a car could be the way to go.  

Benefits of renting a car: You are not responsible for service and repair costs of the car. 

Servicing will be taken care of by the rental company. If your car breaks down, and requires 

new parts / repairs, you should not have to pay. Another important benefit not to be 

overlooked is the fact that you are not responsible for the Shaken on your rental car, which 

can save you a lot of money.  

Benefits of buying a car: You can get money for it when you sell and return to your home 

country! This would have to be the biggest single advantage of buying a car (assuming your 

car actually has value when it comes time to sell). If you are unable to sell your car, you 

must then pay to dispose of the vehicle. Ouch.  

You can either buy from a dealer (new or used), or from another person. Buying from a 

dealer will make the process much easier as they take care of a lot of the paper work and 

there is an assurance of quality. Of course, buying a car from a dealer will typically cost 

more than from an individual.  

Parking 

Before you purchase a vehicle, you must give evidence that you have a parking space near 

your home. “Driving in Japan and Passing the Driver’s Test” booklet 

(http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/chap1.html), Ch. 1 Questions, is a good 

general guideline to proving and/or registering a parking space for your car. 

 

Automobile Inspection (Shaken/車検) 

You must carry the inspection card when you drive. If you buy a brand new car, your shaken 

is valid for three years. After three years, or with a used car, it must be inspected every two 

years. Shaken for a kei car the cost will be around ￥70,000 to ￥100,000 , for a white plate 

car will be anywhere from￥120,000 and upwards. It is possible to save money and do the 

shaken yourself, but this requires a solid command of the Japanese language, and 

knowledge of the system itself. If you are feeling brave have a read of this JETs account of 

the process - www.bigdaikon.com/mystory-20030305.shtml 

http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/chap1.html
http://www.bigdaikon.com/mystory-20030305.shtml
http://www.bigdaikon.com/mystory-20030305.shtml
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Insurance 

There are two types of insurance, compulsory (強制,きょうせい, kyosei) and optional (任意,に

んい, nin-i). Compulsory insurance has only limited coverage, so it's best to inquire about 

optional (full) insurance as well. 

Vehicle Registration 

All vehicles must be registered in the name of the owner, and any change in ownership must 

be reported. Registration is usually taken care of by the dealer. If there is any change in info 

about your vehicle registration, or you are going to scrap your vehicle, contact: 

Mopeds, bikes under 125cc: Resident's Tax Section at your ward office or town hall. 

126cc~250cc vehicles: Hiroshima-ken Compact Car Association at (082)295-2244 

Compact cars: Compact Car Inspection Association at (082) 842-1825 

Cars over 660cc: Land Transport Bureau, Registration Division at (082)-233-9168 

 

Car Tax (自動車税) 

At the start of May every year a car tax bill will be sent to the car owner's address. It needs 

to be paid by the end of May. You can pay this bill at the convenience store. The cost for 

compact cars is about ￥8,000. The cost for standard cars varies depending on the size of 

the engine. The tax for 1000cc cars is around ￥29,500 and for 1500cc cars around 

￥34,500. Above 1500cc the tax increases by ￥5,000 for every additional 500cc.  

 

Internet Resources 

The following link contains a lot of very useful information about obtaining a Japanese 

driver’s license, costs associated with owning / operating a vehicle in Japan and general 

information. www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/index.htm 

 

Getting a Scooter License 

Getting your scooter license in Hiroshima can be quick and painless depending on how 

close you live to the Hiroshima Menkyo (license) Center and how well you can understand 

Japanese. It is HIGHLY recommended that you pick up a copy of JAF’s Rules of the Road 

prior to going to the license center. As mentioned in the “Driving” section, English versions 
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can be ordered for ￥1,000 at your local police station. Thoroughly read through and 

understand the sections pertaining to mopeds and road signs as this will help you pass the 

written test. 

First, you need to take 2 or 3 hour lesson at a local private driving school. You will watch a 

1980’s “rules of the road” video in Japanese. You may have to take a small test in Japanese. 

Did you remember your helmet, gloves, long sleeves, and close-toed shoes? You will be 

instructed to try varying maneuvers on your bike. This will most likely be in all Japanese so if 

you’re worried, ask your supervisor to come and help. It also helps to never go first, watch 

everyone else and memorize the actions before you try each stunt. You’ll need your resident 

card or alien resident card and around ￥5,000 . There was a girl in my class that nearly 

crashed her bike twice, once speeding off into the car course and she passed…so I think 

you’ll be fine. 

The next step is taking the test at the Hiroshima Menkyo Center. The center is at 1-1 3 

chome Ishiuchi Minami Saeki-ku Hiroshima City. For some islanders and others living in the 

inaka, the commute could take around 3 hours. What you need to bring: resident card or 

alien resident card, passport, money for the test and a licensing fee (about ￥4,000), your 

proof of residence, a 2.4 cm x 3 cm photo and the training course certificate you just 

obtained. At around 9am at the center the clerks will accept your forms at one of the 

windows on the right side of the 2nd floor. The pay process is a little complicated—there are 

stamps and a lot of windows—and if you’re not used to filling out Japanese forms, try and 

arrive much earlier. Don’t be afraid to pull the “gaijin card” and look completely confused. 

Also, make sure to ask for the English test if you need it. 

Once the time comes, you will enter the test room and the proctor will call you by name to a 

certain seat. The 30-minute test is 48 questions and you need to get a 45 correct, or else 

come back on another day. Wait for the test to start to flip over your test. The test questions 

are true or false, but can be very confusing in the sometimes badly-translated English. When 

you are done, just wait for the time to end—you can’t leave early. Remember the 

personalized 3 digit number from your test form. It will be displayed in either the Pass or Fail 

computer screen. If you passed you will probably have to take a color blindness test, a vision 

test (use your hand to make the corresponding C shape), and then a nonsensical physical 

fitness test (which you basically already proved fit for when you walked into the center). 

There will be another small lecture while you wait for your license card.  

Some Caveats: You can use an international license to legally ride a scooter in Japan as 

long as you have a motorcycle endorsement. You can also convert your home motorcycle 
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license to Japanese as long as you’re not hailing from the confusing 50-state-beauracracy 

that is the U.S. You can’t legally ride a scooter with a regular auto license. Check out 

www.wideislandview.com and search for “scooter” for practice tests, info and a link to the 

Japanese rules of the road. 

Important Signs and General Practical Advice: 

 

 

 

The first sign is an important one: 止まれ（tomare), stop. You know what to do, even if no 

one else seems to. The second one 徐行 (jokou), which means go slowly (also largely 

ignored). One which you may definitely have to pay attention to is 工事中 (koujichuu) 

meaning Under Construction. Here you may have to stop, and be directed by road workers. 

While driving in the country you are likely to come across signs with pictures of animals on 

them such as the tanuki (Japanese raccoon), inoshishi (wild boar), or shika (deer). Pay 

attention to these signs as it’s not uncommon to see these animals on the road, particularly 

at night. The pictures may be accompanied by characters reading 動物注意 (doubutsu chuui) 

which means Caution Animals. Attached beneath speed signs (in particular) you might see 

ここから or ここまで, which mean “from here”, and “to here” respectively.  

 

Filling Up 

You have two options, full service or self-service. As you might expect full service costs 

more, but it’s convenient you don’t even have to get out of your car! 満タン (mantan) means 

“full tank”, レギュラ (regyura) means regular, ハイオク (haioku) means high octane, and 現金 

(genkin) means pay by cash. The attendants will often ask if you have trash you want to get 

rid of, pump up your tyres, check fluid levels, and will also wipe down your windows and offer 

you a cloth to use to clean the inside of your car. Self-service stations can be a bit of a 

nightmare if you don’t understand Japanese because of the maze like computer systems 

some of them use. Some stations however, offer English language support. Find them! It’s 

also important to note that some stations (typically in the country) will close quite early at 

night (8 or so). Don’t get caught out!  

 

 

http://www.wideislandview.com/
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Snow Driving 

If you are going to be driving in the snow regularly over the winter, getting stud-less tires 

(snow tires) is essential. Many rental cars (especially if you live in the mountains) may come 

with a set of stud-less tires so it’s worth checking out if they are included before you sign the 

contract to rent the car. Stud-less tires have a special chemical in them which help the tires 

grip to the snow and ice better than regular tires and while they may not be quite as good as 

chains, you don’t need to take them off when you are driving through the city so you can 

leave them on your car all winter. The one downside to stud-less tires is you have a little less 

grip in rainy conditions than you do with regular tires, so be careful! Stud-less tires are 

usually used from late November until at least April as before (and after) the snow, black ice 

is common and can be just as dangerous as driving on snow if you are not using them. 

As for driving in the snow, common sense is the key. Many country roads, especially in the 

mountains, are not cleared of snow so chances are you will be driving on a layer of snow 

and ice in the middle of winter. Drive slower (especially downhill), break slower and further 

before corners, leave a bigger gap between yourself and the car in front of you, and allow at 

least half again as much time to get anywhere. Even if you don’t think the snow will slow you 

down that much, there are always other cars on the road driving at about 20km per hour! 

 

Japanese Driving Habits 

Roads in Japan are often very narrow and rarely have a shoulder. So it’s not uncommon for 

people to park ON the road (with their hazard lights on) while they stop to get a pack of 

cigarettes from a vending machine, reducing an already narrow two lane road to a single 

lane. Frustrating, but that’s how it is. It’s also not uncommon for regular two lane roads to 

unexpectedly turn into extremely narrow single lane roads. General rule: if it’s wide enough 

to fit a kei car, it’s probably a road. This point is also useful for pedestrians to note, what you 

thought was a pavement might actually be a “road”! Horn usage is VERY minimal here, 

usually only used to warn others of danger, or as a friendly hello or goodbye. You may have 

to adjust your horn usage habits to fit in. In many places sidewalks just don’t exist, so you 

have to be super aware of pedestrians, cyclists (old people on bikes seem to be the most 

dangerous!), scooters etc. When driving, expect people to pull out in front of you, tail gate 

(follow too closely), cut corners, speed, blow red lights, and generally pay no attention to 

what they are doing. If you expect people to drive like idiots, then you should be less likely to 

get mad. Good luck! 
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Express Roads (高速道路 Kousokudouro) 

If you plan to use your car for long distance travel, you will almost certainly find yourself 

needing to use Japan’s extensive network of high-speed roads. Speed limits on these roads 

are typically 70, or 80 km/h although depending on weather conditions these are sometimes 

further reduced with the use of electronic signs. In reality the majority of the traffic on these 

roads will travel closer to 100 km/h (and sometimes much more!) Driving on the majority of 

these roads will incur a toll, but there are a few free express roads. The recently opened 

(Spring 2012) Higashihiroshima - Kure road (東広島呉道) is such an example. When 

traveling on toll roads you will pass through tollgates (料金所 ryoukinjo), Green lanes 

marked 一般 (ippan) are for use by vehicles not equipped with an ETC (Electronic Toll 

Collection) system. Purple lanes are for vehicles equipped with ETC. Some lanes can 

process both. When entering an ETC lane you must slow down to 20 km/h, or you risk 

smashing through the barrier arm! Usually, when entering an express road in a non-ETC 

equipped vehicle the driver will receive a ticket which will be processed by a machine, or 

attendant upon exiting the express road, and a toll paid. This process is fully automated for 

ETC equipped vehicles and all tolls will be automatically billed to the owner of the ETC card. 

While convenient and fast, these roads come at a price. For example a trip from Hiroshima 

city to Fukuoka city will cost you around ￥7,000 one-way! Kei cars are charged less, and if 

you use ETC you can take advantage of discounts offered on the weekend and late at night. 

Naturally the best way to go is to travel with friends and split the cost. 

There are two main express roads running through Hiroshima prefecture, the Sanyo road (山

陽自動車道) and the Chugoku road (中国自動車道). The Sanyo road is the main route 

through the prefecture and links up Fukuyama, Onomichi, Saijo and Hiroshima city. The 

Chugoku road isn’t quite as busy, and links up Shobara, Miyoshi and Hiroshima city. From 

Onomichi you can take the Shimanami-kaidou (しまなみ海道), which will hop over many 

islands and land you on Shikoku! Finding these roads is usually fairly easy—they are clearly 

marked on road signs in GREEN with the name of the road on it. “Expressway” is often 

abbreviated to EXPWY. Having a smartphone will make navigating roads in Japan infinitely 

easier. Also it is a good idea to pay attention to the large electronic road information displays 

which offer important information about road conditions. Watch out for 渋滞 (juutai), which 

means traffic jam! There is a very useful, free app available to iPhone users which can 

calculate the cost of using express roads based on entry and exit points, and the type of 

vehicle, it’s called 高速料金 (こうそくりょうきん kousokuryoukin). 
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Travel Outside Japan 

Having the money and time to travel is a major bonus of the JET Programme; however, 

there are many things to keep in mind when planning a trip. 

 

Travel Insurance / Immunizations 

If you’re traveling to an unfamiliar or potentially dangerous destination, it might be a good 

idea to get travel insurance and/or immunizations. Some immunizations can take 1-3 months 

to become effective, so do your research early. The JET Programme Accident Insurance 

Policy Guide stipulates that a JET is covered by insurance if he is injured or falls ill while 

traveling abroad; however, certain rules and restrictions apply, so be sure to go over the 

relevant portions of the policy guide with your supervisor before traveling abroad. 

 

Nenkyuu / Contact Information 

Be sure to fill out all the necessary nenkyuu forms before you travel outside of Japan. Also, 

be considerate enough to leave contact information with your supervisor and/or base school 

before you leave. This can be as little as a working e-mail address or as much as the name, 

address, and telephone number of the hotel where you plan to stay. Anything can happen at 

any time, and your supervisor will breathe a sigh of relief if they feel they can contact you in 

the event of an emergency.  

 

General Tips 

For many Japanese, overseas travel is a very serious proposition. They prepare early and 

they prepare well. If you leave making travel plans until close to the holiday you will likely 

find hotels, shinkansen, and flights fully booked. For the 3 major holiday times make your 

travel arrangements at least 2 months in advance. Be aware of the major travel seasons in 

Japan and plan accordingly: 

O-Bon: This is the season in which most Japanese return to their hometowns to honor 

their ancestors. Many domestic flights will be fully booked. O-Bon is August 13th-16th. 

New Year: This is the season in which many Japanese travel to hometown shrines to 

give prayers for the coming year. Many domestic flights will be fully booked. 
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Golden Week: Because of a series of consecutive national holidays, this is the top  

 

 

Resident’s Cards and Re-entry Permits 

Resident’s Cards 

In July 2012 the old “Alien Registration” system was abolished and replaced by a new 

residency management system. Mid to long-term foreign nationals are issued a 在留カード 

zairyu kado, (a resident card) at their port of arrival. New residents are required to visit the 

municipal office of their respective cities and notify the Ministry of Justice of their address 

within 14 days of moving in. Every JETs supervisor or host institution is responsible for this 

and will assist you with this process.  

As for current JETs possessing an Alien Registration Card, you are not required to take any 

immediate action. The old Alien Registration cards are deemed to be equivalent to the new 

Resident Card until the visa expires, at which time you will be required to apply for a 

Resident’s Card. Your contracting organization will assist with this process. However, in 

case you are left to handle it on your own, the documents which you will need to bring to the 

Hiroshima Regional Immigration Bureau, located in Hiroshima City, are the following: 

1 – Your passport 

2 – Your Alien Registration Card (pejoratively called a “Gaijin Card”) 

3 – A passport photo (measuring 4cm x 3cm) 

 

Re-entry 

Along with the abolishment of the Alien Registration system, a new re-entry permit system 

was introduced. To quote the Japanese government: “Foreign nationals in possession of a 

valid passport and a resident card who will be re-entering Japan within 1 year of their 

departure to continue their activities in Japan will, in principle, not be required to apply for a 

re-entry permit”. Simplified: You no longer need to get a re-entry permit, hooray! This saves 

you about 6,000 yen and a lot of trekking around different buildings, offices, desks all for the 

sake of buying stamps. Also worth noting is the fact that the maximum validity period for the 

new re-entry permit has increased from 3 to 5 years.  
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For more detailed information on the current Resident Card system, and re-entry permit 

system please visit the official Immigration Bureau of Japan’s website: 

www.immi-moj.go.jp/newimmiact_1/en/index.html  

Or can call, or visit the Hiroshima Regional Immigration Bureau: 

広島県広島市中区上八丁堀 2-31  

(2-31 Kami-hacchobori, Naka-ku, Hiroshima-shi, Hiroshima)  

TEL: 082-221-4411 

 

Household Issues 

Make a list of what you need and want and make it known to your office or school. Co-

workers may donate items. They may also be able to suggest somewhere to get stuff cheap.  

(Be careful because suggesting a place to GET something and GETTING IT CHEAP are two 

concepts easily blurred.) 

 

Clothing Care 

Japanese style washing machines do not contain the same type of agitator as North 

American washing machines, so you may find your clothes at the end of their washing in one 

big ball. To prolong the life of your clothes, try putting everything into zippered, mesh laundry 

bags. Inexpensive laundry bags can be bought at most supermarkets, drugstores or ¥100 

stores. For truly delicate items, hand washing or dry cleaning is recommended.  

Many people will recommend powdered laundry detergent, but liquid is best. Japanese 

washing machines do not usually have a hot water function. People use their reserved bath 

water to wash clothes. As such, powdered laundry detergent does not dissolve well in your 

machine. 

Payment for dry cleaning is made when you drop off the clothes. Some dry cleaners also 

offer a membership program. It is recommended to sign up for this, as some stores offer 

discounts to members only. 

Many areas also have coin laundries with dryers for use in winter or during the rainy season 

(May/June) when line-drying takes forever. These places can be a bit pricey but can be 

worth it in a fix. (¥100/9 minutes for dryers) Make sure to air out winter clothes well before 

http://www.immi-moj.go.jp/newimmiact_1/en/index.html
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storing them for the summer and store them with lots of de-moisturizers. Dryer sheets are 

sometimes available, and keep your clothes and blankets fresh, as well as repel many 

rodents. 

 

Futon Care 

These days, many Japanese sleep in beds, but more efficient use of space is obtained with 

traditional bedding called futon. The futon is laid out on the tatami at night and kept in the 

closet (oshiire) during the day. A complete futon set consists of a mattress (mattoresu), an 

under-futon (shikibuton), and undersheet (shikifu), a terry cloth blanket (taoruketto), ordinary 

blankets (mofu) and comforter (kakebuton). Pillows (makura) filled with buckwheat chaff 

(sobagara) are designed to keep the head cool. Western style "fluffy" pillows along with 

whole bed-in-a-bag sets can easily be found at home stores like Nitori. Note: While a 

complete set seems daunting many people will make combinations of some of these items 

and not always use all of them. 

If you are allergic to feathers, many home centers offer wool and wool-substitute bedding. 

Futons should be aired on sunny days as often as possible, especially during the rainy 

season, to kill any dani and/or mold that might be present. Depending on where you live you 

may get the old ladies of the neighborhood letting you know that you should be doing this if 

they haven’t seen your futons being aired out in awhile. After airing, beat the dust out with a 

futon tataki and store with de-moisturizers in the oshiire (large storage cupboard). 

 

Summer Care 

Humidity is very high in Japan and even in the "dry" winter months things mold easily. Be 

sure to take precautions by airing out your things and your apartment often. On sunny days, 

you will see futon, cushions, bath mats, bathtub covers, etc., hanging outside. 

Demoisturizers 

To combat mold and mildew, put demoisturizers, kansozai or shikketori in your 

cupboards, drawers and closets. They come in sheet, box and hanger formats. A popular 

brand name is  

ドライ ペット dorai-petto (Dry Pet). It is often said that it is not good to mix different 

brands of de-moisturizers, though if you ask why nobody will be able to give you a good 

reason. Costco sells large bags of baking soda, which also works well and absorbs 
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odors. 

Kabi (Mold)   

Mold remover, kabitori, can be used to clean mold off walls and other surfaces. As with 

all chemicals, don't mix the mold remover with other cleaners as the combination can 

make for a dangerous cocktail. Citrus fruits can also be effective at killing mold along 

with baking soda. For a natural cleaner, mix white vinegar with equal parts water to wipe 

down counters and windows. Use full strength vinegar for heavy-duty jobs. 

For showers, grout and sinks you can spray diluted bleach to kill mold and remove stains. 

Fabrics can be washed with a teaspoon of tea tree oil to kill mold and deodorize. 

OxyClean is also available at Costco. Mix with heated vinegar. 

 

Winter Care 

Kotatsu 

A low table with an electric heater attached below the table top. Two blankets are used 

to help sandwich the heat created by the heater. First, a kotatsu-jiki is spread flat over 

the floor with the table legs resting on top. Then, a kotatsu-buton is placed between the 

table-frame and the detachable table-top. Sleeping under the kotatsu is often blamed for 

catching colds. Not that it prevents anyone from doing it. Unattended kotatsu are a major 

cause of household fires. Second only to the kerosene heaters mentioned next. 

Toyu Sutobu (Kerosene Heaters) 

A free-standing kerosene heater. Older types are lit with matches. Newer versions are 

equipped with electric starters and fans that disperse the heat. Despite the fact that the 

kerosene used and the fumes emitted from the heaters make them smelly, sutobu are 

widely used as they are cheap. All sutobu are designed to put themselves out if they are 

moved suddenly, tilted or shaken. Newer sutobu put themselves out when there is not 

enough oxygen in the room. Make sure to air your apartment often - this might seem 

counterproductive in the cold of winter, but.... life is worth it. The kerosene oil used is 

called both sekiyu and toyu and can be purchased in person from any gas station. Most 

rice stores sell and deliver kerosene oil. Containers for kerosene, pori-yoki, and siphons, 

kyuyu-ponpu, are sold at most supermarkets and hardware stores.  

If you don't like this option you can always buy an electric space heater. Keep in mind 

that the Japanese philosophy about heating is more to heat a person than the room. This 

can be helpful to keep in mind during the winter.  
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Insects 

Cockroaches (Gokiburi) 

Cockroaches are around no matter how clean you keep your apartment. However, 

cleaning up crumbs and spills promptly will drastically reduce their numbers. Try the 

following methods to get rid of them: 

Homemade remedy: Mix 300g of minced/grated onion; 300g of mashed potato 

(powdered kind is fine); 1-cup sake with boric acid (hosan), available from pharmacists. 

Make balls about 3cm in diameter that have a firm consistency. Place in a sunny or 

windy place to dry. Once dried, place in cupboards, corners, etc., resting on a piece of 

foil. Should last 4-6 months or as long as onion smell exists. 

Beer remedy: Place a cup of beer on the floor overnight. Cockroaches love beer so they 

climb in and drown. They don't like other kinds of alcohol. 

Dish washing liquid: Spray the little pests with dish liquid so that you can kill them. 

 

**You may hear a widely circulated rumor that you should not squash cockroaches as 

they supposedly spread their eggs when they splatter as a survival mechanism. 

Cockroaches actually lay egg-filled sacs called oothecae. The larvae hatch inside the 

oothecae and only burst out once they reach the young adult stage. An egg/larvae can 

not survive outside of its casing. 

Commercial products: 

gokiburi-supurei - Poison spray. 

sujo/hosan-dango - Traps in corners or cupboards. "Combat" is a popular brand. 

gokuburi-hoi-hoi - Cockroach hotels that can be stuck to the floor. 

gokiburi-barusan - Mini insecticide bomb which you set off in your home and then leave. 
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Dani 

Little insects that live in tatami and bite, leaving red marks resembling mosquito bites. 

Insecticides available include: 

dani-no-sachusai - a mini bomb that you let off under your tatami. (see above, it’s 

poison) 

tatami-ni-sasa-sachusai - spray can with a needle that you push through your tatami. 

 

Mukade 

This is a generic term for all centipedes. The larger species can be poisonous, so it is 

best to treat any centipede you find in Japan with respect. Their bites cause nasty 

swelling and can potentially be quite dangerous. They're most common in ground floor 

apartments during the warm months. Spray them with cockroach spray or catch them 

and wrap them in paper and burn them (the smell is awful). Most home supply stores, 

such as Wants or Juntendo, sell a powder you can sprinkle around your house or a 

spray for apartments that claims to keep mukade away. These products also protect 

against many varieties of insects as well. They are nocturnal and will sometimes climb 

into shoes or other things left on the ground. When morning comes, it is best to check 

your shoes before slipping them on. Just not with your hand. 

 

Ka (Mosquitoes) 

katori-senko - green incense coils. 

denki-katori - electrical or battery-operated devices which contain liquid repellent 

mushi-yoke-supure - mosquito repellent spray 

vape - cartridges that you feed into a small electrical device that kill mosquitoes 

 

Garbage Disposal (See the Trash and Recycling section) 

 

Food and Restaurants 

When moving to a new country, one of your worries may be about the kinds of foods that 

you will be eating. This rough guide should help you understand the basics of Japanese food. 
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The traditional Japanese meal usually consists of a bowl of rice, a bowl of miso soup, pickled 

vegetables and some kind of fish or meat. These are just the basics and there are so many 

culinary delights that the Japanese take pride in.  

 

 

Rice 米（こめ） 

Many Japanese people could not live without rice. A very popular food for those on the go is 

an onigiri. It is rice in the shape of a triangle with some kind of fish or pickle inside, wrapped 

in a large piece of seaweed. It’s available at any time of the day in every convenience store. 

Brown rice, 玄米 or genmai, is also available in grocery stores, as well as a variety of grain 

mixes which can be added to your pot of rice. 

 

Sushi 寿司 (すし) 

Kaitenzushi (rotating sushi) restaurants are good for trying out different kinds of sushi. It is 

often priced at around 150 – 400 yen per plate. Supermarkets also offer a good variety of 

sashimi (raw fish) and rolled sushi, and are a good dinner option, especially if you go after 

8pm as that’s when most ready-to-eat food is discounted.  

 

Noodles 麺 

Udon うどん 

Udon noodles are thick and are made from wheat flour. It is served both hot in the winter 

and cold in the summer. Sometimes it is topped with a raw egg or deep fried tofu skin.  

 

Soba そば 

Soba uses buckwheat noodles that are thinner and darker than udon noodles. You can 

eat them cold with a dipping sauce, spring onions and wasabi. In the winter, it can be 

served with a hot broth. 

 

Ramen ラーメン 

These noodles are thin egg noodles, which are served with either a soy sauce or miso 

based hot broth. Different regions in Japan have different variations. In Hiroshima, 
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“Onomichi-style ramen” is the most famous. It contains a soy broth flavored with chicken 

bones and local fish stock. 

 

Okonomiyaki お好み焼き 

Hiroshima’s pride and joy; a savory Japanese-style “pancake” with a batter base, cabbage, 

udon or soba noodles, pork, and an egg. Special okonomiyaki sauce is put on top. This 

wholesome and filling meal costs between 600 and 1000 yen. Most places are flexible with 

what you do and don’t want in it, which is especially good for vegetarians. 

 

Donburi 丼ぶり (どんぶり)  

These dishes include a bowl of rice covered with one of many toppings such as boiled beef 

(gyudon), chicken and egg (oyakodon), deep-fried shrimp (tendon) or deep-fried pork cutlet 

and egg (katsudon). The most popular donburi chain restaurants are Sukiya and Yoshinoya, 

which offer a wide variety of donburi dishes for very low prices.  

 

Yakiniku 焼肉 (やきにく)  

The exact translation is “grilled meat” and that’s exactly what they serve. A plate of raw meat 

(typically beef) and vegetables are brought to your table where you can cook it yourself on a 

grill. Once cooked, you can dip everything in yakiniku sauce or salt. 

 

Curry カレー 

Japanese curry is quite different from its Indian predecessor, and restaurants dedicated to 

this uniquely Japanese dish are everywhere. With rice served on the side, the basic curry is 

a sweet roux with vegetables. You can usually choose from variations with meats such as 

pork cutlet, fried chicken, or seafood. 

 

Izakaya 居酒屋 (いざかや)  

An izakaya can be referred to as a Japanese-style pub. It is more of a place that serves food 

to accompany alcohol than the other way around. They can be relatively cheap and good 

places for drinking after work. 
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Tabehodai and Nomihodai 食べ放題/飲み放題 (たべほうだい/のみほうだい) 

Tabehodai and nomihodai basically means “all you can eat” and “all you can drink”. Many 

izakayas and beer gardens (in the summer months) offer these options starting at 2,500 yen 

per person. Be aware that if you’re in a group and one person chooses the nomihodai, 

everyone at the table must also do so. 

 

Teishoku 定食 (ていしょく)  

These restaurants sell set menus. It usually includes a main dish, miso soup, a bowl of rice 

and small side dishes. They are abundant in the business areas and are busy during 

lunchtime. 

 

Family Restaurants (ファミリーレストラン) 

CoCo’s, Jolly Pasta, and Skylark Gusto are like American diners but serve a mix of Western 

and Asian cuisine aiming to please everyone in the family. The menus are colorfully 

decorated with pictures, making ordering very easy.  

 

Convenience Stores, The “Konbini” (コンビニ) 

The most prominent ones are 7-11, Lawson’s, Family Mart, and Popura. They are 

everywhere and are truly convenient. They offer sandwiches, sushi, lunch sets, fried chicken 

and many other kinds of food. You will find many things here that you never thought you 

could find at such small stores. What’s also great is the seasonal changes of ice cream, 

drinks, chocolate, and snacks in general.  

 

Vegetarianism in Japan 

Although maintaining a vegetarian diet in Japan can be quite challenging at times, it is 

possible! One of the major challenges facing vegetarians in Japan is that the concept of 

“vegetarianism” is misunderstood. In order to be vegetarian or vegan, you will need to have 

a lot of patience, some kanji recognition, and not be afraid to ask many questions about your 

food (over and over). When explaining to people that you are vegetarian, it is important to 

keep in mind that there are very few Japanese vegetarians and simply telling someone that 

you do not eat meat or fish is insufficient. I find that the katakana words themselves are 

understood as “pescatarian” when understood at all. To many, the difficulty is trying to 
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differentiate between “meat” and “not meat”. For example, asking, “is there meat in this dish?” 

does not necessarily mean the person will consider if there are any animal/fish products or 

even bacon used. A majority of contemporary Japanese foods contain ‘hidden’ fish products, 

such as meat/fish stock or flakes. When ordering a soup that contains no visible meat, the 

broth will most likely have fish in it. On the other hand, when making a Japanese soup at 

home a kelp stock always works well. You will have to do some ingredient scanning (as a 

vegetarian/vegan this is a great skill you already possess, right?) but there are plenty of fish-

free miso pastes available, too. (Tip: Start with the miso packages with the shortest 

ingredient lists.) Besides tempeh, most any other form of food made from soybeans is 

abundant. Beyond food, the kanji for leather(皮), fur(毛), wool(羊毛), and feathers(羽) will be 

good to note. Brands for outdoor gear often carry a large selection of stylish, warm jackets 

free of animal products. There are a number of futon mattresses and pillows free of animal 

products too, just look out for those key kanji. 

VegJET 

Join the Facebook group where you will find fellow vegetarians/vegans and information on 

dining/cooking/making/living in Japan. Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/151952321651902/ 

Here are some websites that may be useful in the pursuit of a vegetarian lifestyle in Japan: 

Happy Cow - A member-updated site dedicated to listing vegetarian/vegan-friendly grocery 

stores and restaurants around the world. 

http://www.happycow.net/asia/japan/ 

iHerb.com - An online grocery store loved by herbivores and carnivores alike. Be sure to get 

a discount cod from an old member! English Site: http://www.iherb.com  

kenko.com - A Japanese online grocery store. English Site: http://en.kenko.com/ 

 

Eating Out 

At most chain-style restaurants and locally owned restaurants, asking if they can just omit 

meat or take something out of a dish may not be viable. Conveyor-belt sushi restaurants 

despite being known for fish, often have some fish/meat-free sushi. It may not provide a 

http://www.happycow.net/asia/japan/
http://iherb.com/
http://www.iherb.com/
http://kenko.com/
http://en.kenko.com/
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feast, but these are cheap, convenient, and well-loved. There are some fantastic veg-friendly 

restaurants in Japan, mostly in larger cities, even in our own prefecture! Outside of the all-

vegetarian/vegan restaurants there are some here and there that will offer a veggie option. 

Indian restaurants are your friends as vegetarianism and English are (often) understood. 

Win-win. 

 

Cooking at Home 

So maybe you don’t live near any vegetarian/vegan restaurants, the good news is you will be 

saving lots of money by cooking at home! Familiarize yourself with Japanese products at 

your local supermarket and don’t be afraid to try new things. If you are looking for something 

not typically available at the grocery store, import food stores do exist (please refer to your 

city section of the guidebook for more information), but be prepared to pay a lot more than 

what you would pay back home. Online shops will likely be the most convenient and well-

priced. 

  

End Note 

After reading this section you may feel that the future looks grim. I cannot say it will be easy, 

but I believe if you are willing to put in the effort, learn (at least some) Japanese, cook at 

home often, and be patient with people, you will have many positive and interesting 

experiences. 

 There are some incredible vegetarian/vegan restaurants, where you’ll find one-of-a-

kind concoctions made by experimenting chefs. With its influence from Buddhism, Japan has 

some rather unique ingredients and dishes that are always fun to discover! 

  I have found that while it may take a lot of patience, explaining your lifestyle and 

reasons for it can be rewarding for you and eye opening to those with whom you decide to 

share it. 
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Churches 
Finding a church in Japan that suits your needs and beliefs may seem like a daunting task 

but keep in mind that there are many practicing religious groups that don’t actually have a 

fixed place of worship. This makes them hard to find and contact. However religious groups 

and churches in Japan often gain popularity and legitimacy through word of mouth, so ask 

around your town or city and I’m sure you will find a group that suits you. 

To get more info on the churches nearest you, contact your nearest city hall, the AJET 

Christian Support Group, or Church Information Service (English on Monday, Tuesday, and 

Thursday, 10am-5pm):        

Shinburi 2-16-20-2, Niiza-shi, Saitama-ken 352     

 TEL: (0424) 94-2219; FAX: (0424) 93-44  

The following churches have services in English or provide translations: 

 

 

Hiroshima City  

Memorial Cathedral for World Peace (Catholic)  

Every Sunday 2:30 pm, English Mass,  

Contact: (082) 221-0621, http://www.nobori-cho-catholic.com/ (Japanese) 

Directions: 5 minute walk north from “Kanayama-cho” streetcar stop. 

Mitaki Green Chapel  (Assembly of God)  

Every Sunday,10:30 am Japanese service, translators available; 1:30 pm English service 

Contact: (082) 237-2823, http://www.mitakigc.com/English_index.html 

Directions: 5 minute walk up the hill from Mitaki Station (Kabe Line) 

Jesus Fellowship  (Pentecostal)  

10 am Japanese service, interpretation available    

Contact: (082) 241-8957 and ask for Bronwyn, http://www.jfhsanbi.com/pcindex.html (Japanese) 

Directions: located near Peace Park, south of Astral Plaza 

Asaminami Bilingual Chapel ABC (Protestant, Evangelical Free Church) 

Bilingual service Saturdays 4pm, café time 3:40-3:55pm 

Contact: 082-225-7704, abchiroshima@gmail.com, http://www.abchiroshima.net/ or Facebook 

Directions: northeast of JR Furuichibashi Station 
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Hiroshima Community Church  (Itsukaichi)  

3 pm Japanese service (occasionally bilingual message) 

Contact: Dan & Ruth Johnson at (082) 928-8071 for further information, http://itsukaichi-

bc.seesaa.net/category/21109475-1.html 

Directions: take a bus to north Itsukaichi  

*There is also a Chapel for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in the city, which welcomes 

foreign members and has translation available. 

 

Fukuyama  

Showa Machi Catholic Church  

2
nd

 and 4
th
 Sunday 3pm English mass 

Contact: Telephone: (0849) 23-0614, http://fukuyama.hiroshima-diocese.net/ 

Directions: 10 min walk from JR Fukuyama Station 

New Life Church Fukuyama  

Currently meeting on the third floor of Fukuyama shimin kouryukan - ふくやま市民交流館 

10 am bilingual service, Thurs. 8 pm bilingual Bible study at the mission house. 

Contact: Grant & Yuki Willems (084) 945 5554  

Fukuyama Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormon) 

Sunday Service from 10 am - 1 pm 

Contact: 084-925-0258 

Iwakuni City 

Faith Baptist Church 

English services Sundays 11am and 6pm 

Contact: Brandon Knight (090) 7137-6823 www.fbc-iwakuni.org 
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Hiroshima Jewish Network 

"Shalom Aliechem".  Welcome to Hiroshima! 

There is a Jewish community, small but dedicated, in the Chugoku Area at the Iwakuni 

military base. The community has been practicing for several years. It is a reform community, 

and anyone who wishes to practice Judaism is welcome to join. The group meets often and 

makes it a point to observe major holidays. Do not worry if you cannot read Hebrew or do 

not have a strong religious background; the most important thing is that you feel as though 

you have a place to worship and celebrate together with other people. 

For those interested in joining the group, please contact the station chapel at: 858-577-7368. 

The Jewish Community of Japan, based in Tokyo and Kobe, also has more information at 

jccjapan.or.jp. 

Also, please try the AJET Jewish Network to find other Jewish JETs. 
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Recreation 

Festival Guide 

Please note: Dates are approximate. Please check before you go! 

January ~15th  Tondo festivals in various towns (burning tower) 

February Early Feb  Oyster festivals throughout towns along the Inland Sea 

3rd   Setsubun Festival, Shinichi Town 

12th~14th   Mihara Shinmei-ichi Festival (daruma festival) 

13th~14th  Miyajima Oyster Festival 

Mid   Firewalking Festival, Jurin-in Temple, Fuchu City 

20th   Kui Town Naked Man Festival 

March 7th   Hina-nagashi in Otake. Floating of paper dolls down the river   

 Late   Kiyomori Festival in Miyajima. Parade in traditional costumes 

April  Early April   Mt. Shinnyu Yamayaki (mountain-burning) Festival, Shobara’s 

   Ueno Park Sakura Sakura Festival 

12th April  Miyatoko (shrine by the seas) festival in Tadanoumi 

16th~18th  Miyajima Noh Performance 

28th~29th  Kure Port Festival 

Last Sunday Sandankyo Spring Festival, Togouchi. 

May 3rd~5th   Hiroshima Flower Festival 

3rd~5th  Takehara Festival (Parade of the Bamboo Princess) 

3rd~4th   Onomichi Port Festival 

5th   Yoshida Town Ichi-iri Festival. Children perform kabuki 

Mid    Fukuyama Rose Festival 

all month  Traditional fishing of sea bream in Tomo-no-ura, Fukuyama 

June 1st Sat   Chugoku District Kagura Contest 

1st weekend  Toukasan Yukata Festival, Hiroshima City 

1st weekend  Yukata Festival in Tadanoumi (small children dress in Yukata) 

1st Sun  Chiyoda Town Taue (rice planting) 

July mid    Akitsu Town Gion Festival - Tadanoumi Gion Festival (Watch  

the 20 year old boys carry a shrine and bring you luck)                

late   Hiroshima Port Fireworks Festival, Ujina 

August 1st    Sumiyoshi Summer/Fireworks Festival in Onomichi 

1st    Fukuyama Fire Festival 
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6th   A-Bomb Memorial Day in Peace Park, Hiroshima (ceremony  

starting at about 7:30 am, lantern floating in the rivers at dusk) 

7th~9th   Yassa Festival, Mihara City 

8th   Miyajima Kangensai (historical boat parade) 

10th   Ota River Fireworks Festival, Hiroshima 

13th~15th  Fukuyama City Summer Festival 

14th   Miyajima Fireworks Festival 

22nd  Tamatori Festival (men in loin cloths battle for a ball  

    suspended over the Miyajima sea) 

September 6th   Lake Hijiriko Marathon Race in Geihoku Town.   

23rd   Kumano Town Calligraphy Brush Festival 

Note: Kagura festivals begin in northern towns (esp. Takata-

gun area). These take place through December, definitely 

worth seeing at least once. 

October 11-12th   Saijo Sake Festival, Higashi-Hiroshima City 

7-8th   Takehara Bamboo Lights Festival 

10th   Kameyama Shrine Festival, Kure 

12th   Lantern Festival, Kisa Town 

Mid   Sandankyo Momiji Festival, Togouchi 

November 2nd-23rd   Chrysanthemum Doll Exhibit, Onomichi 

3rd   Bettcha Festival, Onomichi 

3rd  Hiroshima Peace Marathon 

3rd Sunday  Toson Scarecrow Festival, Fukuyama 

Mid   Ebisuko Festival, Hiroshima City 

December All   Hiroshima Dreamination 

All   local illuminations/lights festivals in various towns 

31st  Chinkasai Fire Festival, Miyajima 

 

For more information, check the Hiroshima Tourist Navigater or GetHiroshima: 

http://www.visithiroshima.net    or   http://gethiroshima.com/events/ 
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Places to Visit in the Prefecture 
MUSEUMS 

Art Museums 

1) Hiroshima Museum of Art    Hiroshima City  (082) 223-2530 

http://www.hiroshima-museum.jp/en/index.html 

2) Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art Hiroshima City  (082) 264-1121 

https://www.hiroshima-moca.jp/en/ 

3) Hiroshima Prefectural Art Museum    Hiroshima City  (082) 221-6246 

http://www.hpam.jp/english/ 

4) Kure Municipal Museum of Art    Kure    (0823) 25-2007 

http://www.kure-bi.jp/ 

5) Takehara Art Museum      Takehara   (0846) 22-3558 

http://www.city.takehara.lg.jp/english/museum.htm 

6) Nakata Art Museum      Onomichi    (0848) 20-1218 

http://www.nakata-museum.jp/ 

7) Fukuyama Museum of Art    Fukuyama    (0849) 32-2345 

http://fukuyama-kanko.com/english/hyaka/cat_spot002.html 

 

OTHER PLACES  

Etajima 江田島 

This island in the Seto Inland Sea is a pleasant ferry ride from Hiroshima Port (Ujina). The Self-

Defense Force is on the island. There is a fairly interesting museum located on the grounds, and 

it is definitely worth the visit if you are at all intrigued by the notion of self-defense forces having 

a fairly large share of offensive weapons. 

Also on the island is Furutakayama, a great climb with a splendid view of the Seto Inland Sea. 

Moreover there are many beaches to visit. In November and December the island is known for 

its delicious mikans, or mandarin oranges. Also two marathons are run on this island: October 

Orange marathon and the Oyster marathon. The bus times on the island are not great, so make 

sure you get a good schedule before you are stranded. 

 

Shimanami Kaido しまなみ海道 

This is a road that was opened in the spring of 1999, running between Onomichi City in 
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Hiroshima and Imabari City in Ehime. It covers a distance of approximately 72km and includes 

10 bridges connecting 6 large islands, among which are the Tatara Bridge, the longest cable-

stay bridge in the world, and Kurushima Kaikyo Bridge, the world’s first triple suspension bridge. 

Look in the Mihara section for the route and information to cycle from Onomichi to Imabari. 

With spectacular views of the many islands dotting the beautiful Seto Inland Sea and a multitude 

of natural and cultural attractions along the way, the Shimanami Kaido has already attracted 

more than the expected number of visitors, and continues to be a popular destination for tourists 

from all over Japan. 

This road is also popular to cycle, so gather some mates to join you on the trip. It takes about 8 

hours, if you are super slow and take many photos. You can rent bicycles from Onomichi and 

there are many stops along the way to fix your bicycle or hand it in if you want to stop and go 

home. The best time to take this trip is in the spring and autumn when temperatures aren’t too 

bad and the trees are even more pretty than usual. 

 

Kake 加計町 

Kake is in the northeastern part of Hiroshima prefecture and its history is believed to stretch back 

more than 2000 years. It is the largest town in the area, and has a number of features and 

attractions that can easily kill a day of sightseeing. 

Its most famous event is the Nishi Chugoku Kagura Competition, which is held every year on 

the second Saturday in November. Stretching for 10 to 12 hours, this is a very enjoyable event 

with music, dancing and beer. What more do you need? If the dancing becomes too much, there 

are food, drink and amusement stalls set up outside to take your money. 

 

Yoshimizuen Garden, 吉水園 which is designated as an important prefectural cultural property, 

is open to the public twice a year on the second Saturday and Sunday of June, and the second 

Saturday and Sunday of November. From here you can see all of Kake, more or less, and it is 

beautiful in November, although slightly nippy. Be warned that the little house-like structure in the 

Garden is not the main attraction – some people come and tend to focus solely on that with 

comments like “breathtaking scenery, but the building is a bit of a letdown.” The attractions are 

the scenery itself and breeding season of the Moriao Tree Frogs in June. 

Kake is also home to the Nukui Dam, 温井ダム, which was completed in 2000. Nukui Dam is the 

second tallest Dam in Japan, and admittedly it is nice to look at for a half hour or so. The real 
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attraction however, is the gradual build-up of tourist facilities in the area. This includes the Nukui 

Springs complex next door which houses a hotel, a restaurant, and a hot spring with indoor pools, 

outdoor pools, freezing cold pools, hot pools, waterfalls, and saunas, all tastefully segregated to 

protect modesty. Suginotomari Hobbyfield is a nearby recreation area with camping facilities, 

and on top of this it also offers paragliding and ultralight plane lessons. In winter it has areas for 

toboganning. Also in early-mid June you can see beautiful fireflies on this dam. 

Last but not least is the Jozenji Temple. This is a typical medium sized Japanese temple, but 

what makes it different is the monk who lives and works there. He will take you in as a ‘special 

foreigner service,’ as he puts it, and will show you all around the temple, give you a Taiko 

drumming lesson, show you his robes, and somehow explain the meanings behind this using his 

three word vocabulary of English. 

 

 

Miyajima 宮島 

One of Japan’s ‘Three Most Scenic Spots.’ You can’t say you’ve lived in Hiroshima unless you’ve 

visited here. The ‘floating’ gate is ubiquitous on travel brochures and books on Japan. The place 

is a bit of a tourist trap, but it’s a fascinating experience, and truly gorgeous in the autumn. The 

nature walk and climb up Mt. Misen make a good day hike. If you want to get away from it all, 

there is a camping ground and beach on the opposite side of the island, away from the tourist 

drag. Buses go between the port and the campground regularly, but the last bus is ridiculously 

early. You can reach Miyajima by ferry from Miyajimaguchi Station or Hiroden Miyajimaguchi 

Station. 

 

 

Togouchi and Sandankyo Gorge 戸河内 & 三段峡 

Togouchi is a small town in the Northwestern part of the prefecture (close to Kake and Geihoku). 

Togouchi is most well known for Sandankyo Gorge, a designated ‘National Beauty Site.’ Hike 

part or the entire 12 kilometer long gorge to take in the breath-taking scenery, including a 

number of soaring 40 meter cliffs, rapids and waterfalls. The “five wonders” of the gorge are: 

Mitsudaki Falls (5 tiered waterfalls), Sandandaki (3 tiered waterfalls), Sarutobi (a two-meter wide 

passage through a cliff, named after the monkeys that used to jump from one side of the cliff to 

the other), Nidandaki (double tiered waterfalls), and Kurobuchi (a cliff overlooking a deep pool). If 

hiking only part of the gorge, be sure to include the boat ride through Sarutobi to see Nidandaki! 

Each season at Sandankyo is incredibly beautiful. You can even swim in the river in the summer, 
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as the water is not too cold. 

Togouchi is also home of Mt. Osorakan, the tallest mountain in Hiroshima Prefecture, at 1,346 

meters. Osorakan offers a 1,000-meter downhill slope, popular among skiers, and is the only ski 

area around to boast all natural snow. The mountain also has hiking trails, a camping site, a rest 

house, and Minshuku lodging houses for tourists. From the campground it’s about an hour-long 

hike to the top of the mountain. 

Getting There: To get to Togouchi, take a bus from Hiroshima Bus Center (Platform 7). It takes 

one hour by highway bus, two hours by the slow bus. To get to Sandankyo, take a train on the 

Kabe line to Sandankyo Station (about two and a half hours from Hiroshima Station), or a bus 

from the bus center. By car, take the Chugoku Expressway and get off at the Togouchi exit. Take 

Rt. 191 to Sandankyo Station, and follow the signs to Sandankyo Gorge (三段峡). To Osorakan, 

get off the Chugoku Expressway at the Togouchi exit, then take Rt. 191 to the Myojinbashi (明神

橋), and turn left. Follow signs to Osorakan Ski Area (恐羅漢スキー場). 

 

Setoda 瀬戸田 

Setoda is one of the many islands in the Inland Sea, right on the border of Hiroshima and Ehime 

prefectures. It’s on the Shimanami Kaido, a highway linking Onomichi, Hiroshima Prefecture, to 

Imabari, Ehime Prefecture, by bridge through each of the islands. Each bridge requires a toll fare 

(for other transportation methods, see below). 

For such a small place, there are plenty of sights to see. Setoda is probably most famous for the 

temple Kosanji (also known as Nishi Nikko). Its buildings are modeled after famous temples 

throughout Japan, so it offers a wonderful architectural tour in brief of temples from all over the 

country. There is also an excellent museum of Buddhist Artwork and – not to be missed – the 

Cave of Hell. In spring, the temple Kojoji, a Japanese national treasure, is a perfect place for 

hanami. 

Setoda is also the birthplace of the famous modern painter, Ikuo Hirayama - he studied at 

Tadanoumi High School, so keep a look out for his influence there. A museum in his honor was 

opened in April 1997. Featuring exhibitions of his early works, there are also special changing 

exhibits. Perhaps because of this artistic influence, Setoda is committed to making the entire 

island into an open-air art museum. A number of modern art sculptures dot the island, enhancing 

the already impressive views. 

As for the fine arts, Setoda is the home of Bel Canto Hall, one of the finest small concert halls in 
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western Japan. Its excellent acoustics make it a premier location for classical performances. All 

of the above sites are within a 10-minute walk from Setoda Port. Setoda's mikan, mandarin 

oranges, are well known throughout the country, ranging from the common mikan to the giant 

anseikan (a grapefruit-like object that can grow almost to the size of a bowling ball). Visit Citrus 

Park, a theme park devoted to exploring the joys of citrus fruits through all five senses (no, 

really). Setoda, being an island, is also home to excellent seafood, the most obvious being the 

hoshitako (dried octopus that people string up like kites to dry). 

After indulging yourself in the culinary wonders of Setoda, work it off at Sunset Beach, the 

largest sports beach in Hiroshima prefecture. In summer it offers a wonderful place to work on 

your tan and enjoy swimming in the Seto Inland Sea. There are outdoor showers, changing 

rooms, and lockers. During the tourist season there are plenty of food stalls open, as well. If you 

are not driving to Setoda, take the bus from Setoda Port to Sunset Beach. Parking is limited. 

There are several hotels and hostels in town, located conveniently for the port or Sunset Beach. 

Setoda Access: By boat from Hiroshima mainland – take the train or bus to Mihara. Miharako 

(port) is a five-minute walk from the station. Grab the boat from Mihara to Setoda (there are also 

car ferries available). The 35-minute regular ferry ride costs ¥670, and stops at Sawa and 

Setoda Ports (best to get off at Setoda, not Sawa – Setoda is closer to everything and worth 

seeing; Sawa's kind of in the middle of nowhere). The express ferry takes 23 minutes to get 

directly from Mihara to Setoda and costs ¥1360, or take the more expensive but equally scenic 

route by way of the Shimanami Kaido. 

Osakikamijima 大崎上島 

A short ferry ride from Takehara. A lovely island to visit especially for the Kinoe Onsen at Hotel 

Seifikan. From the bath you can see the divide between Hiroshima and Ehime prefectures. You 

can also go hiking Mt. Kannomine, which offers a spectacular view from its 452m height. For 

more information check out the Osakikamijima section under “City and Town Guide.” 

 

Taishaku Gorge and Lake Shinryu 帝釈峡 

Located between Tojo and Jinseki in the northeastern part of the prefecture, this is a great place 

to hike and relax with friends. Taishaku Gorge is 23 km long, and as you walk through the gorge 

you can visit the natural limestone caves, one of only three natural stone bridges in the world, 

and the lake. You can also make a weekend of it and camp at either end of the gorge 

(equipment for tent or cabin camping available). The best way to get to the gorge is to drive, but 

you can go by bus from Tojo (Tojo is 2.5 hrs from Hiroshima and 1.5 from Fukuyama). The 
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tourist information number is (08477) 2-0525 

 

Yoshida 吉田 

The town of Yoshida is rich in history. Visit the Yoshida History Museum to learn about the 

town’s history and the famous Mori Clan of old. The Koriyama Castle Ruins, the stronghold of 

the Mori Clan for over 250 years before they built Hiroshima Castle, are also in Yoshida. It's a 15 

minute walk from the Yoshida Bus Center to the base of the castle mountain. If you’re interested 

in soccer, Hiroshima’s professional team Sanfrecce practices at Yoshida Soccer Park, and often 

has training matches (free) on weekends. 

 

Yuki 湯来 

Take a bus from the Hiroshima Bus Center (about one hour) to the Yuki area and relax in hot 

springs at Yuki or Yunoyama. Yunoyama boasts a fantastic hot spring facility, with a 25-meter 

swimming pool with a slide, and a fitness/relaxing area on the mezzanine floor. Bathing is mixed, 

so bring your swimsuit. The springs are filled with radon material, so if you have stiff shoulders or 

rheumatism, this could be your medicine. 

 

Miyoshi 三次 

Transportation 

By train: Miyoshi is located on the JR Geibi line from Hiroshima city. By rapid train the journey 

takes about 1hr 30 mins but by slow train this journey can take up to 2 hours. A one- way ticket 

is ¥1280. Trains run from 5am until 9pm. Miyoshi is also on the JR Fukuen line from Fuchu city. 

By bus: Miyoshi is a major stop off for destinations such as Matsue and Izumo located in 

Shimane Prefecture. Buses are very regular both from Hiroshima train station and bus centre. 

The journey takes approximately 1hr 30 mins and will cost ￥1,450. Be careful of the last bus 

back to Miyoshi on Saturday’s because the bus fare doubles! 

By car: If you are willing to pay the toll to use the expressway, Miyoshi is a 1hr 30min journey 

from Hiroshima City. Otherwise, the scenic route 54 will take you straight from Hiroshima to 

Miyoshi. Coming from Onomichi, it’s a straight forward drive on route 184. 

Places to visit 

Ozekiyama park: Lovely to take a stroll during cherry blossom season. It’s on the hilltop along 

the river near Miyoshi Jr.High School. 

Miyoshi Winery: Many people travel far and wide to taste the famous Miyoshi wine. If you’re a 

wine connoisseur, don’t get too excited. Perhaps the purple ice-cream is tastier. 

Art Museum: Okuda Genso Sayume museum http://genso-sayume.jp/. 
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Miyoshi has many events throughout the year, so be sure to check them out. 

 

Shobara 庄原 

Shobara is a nice little town about 30 minutes north east of Miyoshi. It can be accessed by a 

direct 1 hr 45 min bus ride from Hiroshima Bus Center (Platform 9). The area is vast and 

offers many different sights however a car is needed to visit almost everything outside the 

city proper. The population of Shobara is about 20,000. 

Bihoku Hillside Park: Huge manmade park! Has a lake with rowboats and outdoor 

amphitheatre where famous Japanese singers play during the summer. It also has a large 

flower garden, playground, and clean facilities. During Christmas it also puts on a winter 

lights show that is definitely worth a look. There is a ¥500 entrance fee per person, plus a 

parking fee, during special festivals this increases. 

Ueno Park: Small park but famous for its cherry blossom viewing in the spring. It also has a 

pond and various events throughout the year. Including the Shobara Yoitoko festival, 

complete with beer, food, and fireworks, at the end of August. 

 

Sera 世羅町 

Sera, the town of Long Distance Racing (駅 伝
えきでん

), pears (梨
なし

), and flowers (花
はな

 ) with every 

season featuring a different type of flower. With a population of about 17,000 people, it is 

located about 50 km South of Shobara. 

A main attraction in Sera is the Sera Highland Farm 世羅高原農場
せらこうげんのうじょう

. There are four flower 

festivals, the Tulip festival from mid-April to early May, the Sunflower Festival from early July 
to late August, the Autumn Dahlia Festival from early September to late October, and the 
Daikon (radish) festival from late October to early November. There are also the Sera Lily 

Garden 世羅
せ ら

ゆり園
えん

, Kozan Lavendar Hill 香 山
こうざん

ラベンダーの丘
おか

, Kamu-no-sato Rokutan 

花 夢
はなゆめ

の里
さと

ロクタン, and Sera Fuji En (Wisteria Park) which are worth visiting. The closest 

station is Bingo Mikawa of the Fukuensen (福塩線の備後三川駅) , the closest Shinkansen 

station is Shin-Onomichi, and Hiroshima Airport is about 50 km. 
 

 

Tojo 東城町 

Home to the Taishakukyo Gorge, 23km long gorge that has one of the world’s three naturally 

formed bridges. Check out the limestone caves, rowboats and tandem bikes. Stunning scenery, 

especially in the autumn. Next to this is the Japanese Pyramid. Check it out. 
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Hiwa 比和町 

Dolphin Valley ski resort, which often does nighttime skiing and snowboarding. Also has great 

beef and a stunning museum devoted to moles. It also has the skull of a bull that reportedly 

fathered 13,000 calves. 

 

 

Takano 高野町 

The most northern town, famous for its apples, radishes and snow. They also hold the 

Prefectural Snowball Fighting Tournament in February. Also has a special Cherry Blossom tree 

very famous for its size. 

 

Kimita 君田村 

Onsen complex (Mori no Izumi), a sunflower festival in the beginning of August, and a big 

Kagura Festival in autumn that is definitely worth checking out. Also has an alternative route to 

Takano via the lovely Kobo Dam. 

 

Geihoku 芸北町 

A ski paradise in the winter, Lake Hiji and Mount Garyu are good spots for soaking up the great 

outdoors. Kokusai Geihoku is a great place to shred pow on skis or snowboard, with many 

courses of varying difficulty. 

 

Kisa 吉舎町 

Known for its mushrooms, Kisa also has Matsutake Land in the Ikoinomori Park. 

 

Joge 上下町 

Vittori’s is one of the most highly recommended pizza restaurants around. The place also sells 

Belgian Chocolates, very rich desserts and other European foods. Be careful though it shuts at 

7pm! There is also an Indian restaurant called, Pra Shanti. The restaurant is tucked away on a 

beautiful hillside just before you get into Soryo. Reservations are essential, as they have to 

prepare your meals ahead of time: phone and fax, (0847) 62-2658. Also on the Joge main road 

is a hidden traditional teahouse. 

 

Soryo 総領町 

Has the fifth best Sakura tree in Japan. Just ask the nice people whose backyard it is in, if you 

can take a look. Soryo’s claim to fame is the 節分草 (せつぶんそう setsubunso) a tiny little flower 
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that blooms for only about a month in the spring (they even have a whole festival for the event!). 

It is also the home of the world’s largest mochi pounder, which is brought out in November for its 

Oidensai Festival and during the first few days of the New Year, on display at Pacela in 

Hiroshima. 

Onsen (Hot Springs) 

Onsens are a great way to relax as well as being a traditional part of Japanese culture. They 

are especially nice on a cold winter’s day or after a hard day on the ski slopes! However, 

there are certain etiquettes that accompany this pastime …  

There are a few onsens where you are required to wear swimming togs, but the majority is 

without! Oh No! What do you do now?! No worries! In general, (in the gender segregated 

pools), other people don’t pay that much attention to you. But, co-ed onsens can be a slightly 

different story; so do be aware that you might create a bit of interest. It is also worth keeping 

in mind that tattoos are not a common adornment and many people connect this with the 

Japanese Mafia, which might make them feel uneasy about your presence. Some Onsens 

will even refuse entry to those adorned with too many tattoos. Bathhouses are often 

separated by gender, and the rooms will usually be alternated each day. Thus, the one you 

went into last time might not be the one that you go into next time! Walking into the wrong 

changing room has happened before! Outside each bathhouse will be the kanji for women, 

女性 (josei), and for men 男性 (dansei). Sometimes the entrance curtains will be colour 

coded, too. 

You can take your own towel, but you can also buy small onsen towels at the reception desk 

(or vending machines) for around ￥200. As a resident of your town it is also worth checking 

if you can get a discount at your local onsen. Shampoo and body wash (also sometimes 

conditioner) are usually provided, but again, feel free to take your own. Some onsens 

provide extras such as face scrubs, massages or others, depending on how big or popular 

the onsen is. Don’t use your towel in the bath and ALWAYS wash before entering! 

If you feel like a treat, check yourself into a ryokan (traditional inn) with an onsen. You can 

kick around the ryokan in your yukata and relax in the pools. The staff will fuss over you, 

ensuring you have a comfortable stay. Some can be rather pricey, but shop around and find 

one to suit your price range. Below is a list of some of the more recommended or famous 

onsens in the Hiroshima area but make sure you take the time to check out your locals! 

The Yuki （湯来町） area (north of Hiroshima, not Fukuyama) hosts some of the best onsens 

in the prefecture and takes about 90 minutes by bus from Hiroshima Bus Center. 
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http://visithiroshima.net/things_to_do/attractions/hot_springs/ 

 

 

Check out: 

Kua House [0829-83-0111]  

Pools and baths for swimsuit-clad bathers. 

Yuki Onsen [0829-85-0111] 

 

Others… 

Kanpo no Sato, Shobara (かんぽの里) [0824-73-1800]  

In Shobara city (庄原市) situated in a new hotel. Fantastic massage pools! 

http://kankou.pref.hiroshima.jp/sys/data?page-id=4220 

 

Kinoe Onsen (Hotel Seifukan ホテル清風館) [0846-62-0555] 

On the island of Osakikamijima, a 30 minute ferry ride from Takehara.  

http://www.hotel-seifukan.co.jp/ 

 

Kokumin Shukusha, Miyoshi Chojumura [0824-62-4126] 

Central Miyoshi (三次市), large bathhouses. 

 

Yusaka Hot Spring Resort [0846-29-0211] 

Hirokoshinkai (広古新開), a 20-minute bus-ride north of Takehara (竹原市). 

 

Yano Onsen [0847-62-3052] 

Located in Joge Town (上下町).  

http://www.kankou.pref.hiroshima.jp/sys/data?page-id=5393  

 

Iwakura Onsen [0829-72-1171] 

Riverside onsen in Saiki town (佐伯町), 40 minutes from Hatsukaichi (廿日市) by bus.  

 

Mihara-shi Onsen [0849-69-2311] 

In Mihara city (三原市). VERY hot! 

http://www.kankou.pref.hiroshima.jp/sys/data?page-id=4059  

 

Oiwake Onsen [0849-69-2311] 
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In Hongo Town (本郷町). 

 

Kua House [0829-77-2224] 

Bath in an old tree in Yoshiwa (吉和町)! 

 

Kaguramonzen-tojimura (神楽門前湯治村) [0826-54-0888] 

It has a long name, but definitely worth a visit! In Midori town (美土里町). 

 

Kimita Onsen, Mori no Izumi (森の泉) [0824-53-7021] 

Natural spring in Kimita Village (君田村), about 15 minutes out of Miyoshi, with lovely 

facilities including chiropractor, three restaurants, and a small farmers market. 

http://www.kimita-onsen.com/onsen/index.html 

 

Oasa Narutaki Rotenburo [0826-82-3773] 

Located in Oasa-cho in a mountain valley near a waterfall, it takes about an hour and a half 

by bus from Hiroshima Station. The cost is ￥700. 

http://www.kankou.pref.hiroshima.jp/sys/data?page-id=5496  

 

Nukui Springs [+81-(0)826-22-1200] 

Next to the spa resort are all-weather tennis courts covered in sand grass, the Nukui Natural 

Ecological Park, and Nukui Dam. 

http://www.nukui-sp.com/ 
 
 
Takamiya Yunomori Hot Spring [+81-(0)826-59-0059] 

Eight different spa varieties - an open-air spa with sake made from local specialty sake rice, 

an open-air rock spa, an open air cypress bath, a unique bucket shower, a lie-down bath, an 

herbal bath, a sauna, etc. 

http://www.yunomori.net/ 
 

Miyahama Hot Spring [+81-(0)829-30-3533] 

Oysters caught in the Ono no Seto in front of the spa, and you can enjoy an oyster dinner 

during oyster season. 

 

http://www.kimita-onsen.com/onsen/index.html
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References 

Sample Self-Introduction 

Hajimemashite. 

It’s nice to meet you.  

 

(Country) kara kimashita (Name) to moshimasu. 

I am __________ from __________.  

 

(Nickname) to yonde kudasai. 

Please call me __________. 

 

Shichigatsu/Hachigatsu ni Nihon ni kimashita. 

I came to Japan in July/August.  

 

(Age) -sai desu. 

I am __________ years old.  

 

Kore kara (workplace) de (ALT/CIR) toshite gambaritai to omoimasu node, yoroshiku 

onegai itashimasu.  

From now on I will work hard as the __________ at __________. I’m looking forward to 

working with you. 

 

***Catchall phrase for brief introductions with anyone in absolutely any situation: 

Yoroshiku onegaishimasu. 

Nice to meet you. 
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Glossary of Useful Terms 

So you’ve all been studiously, err, studying your textbooks, but are still confused by the 

random semi-comprehensible words your students use. Or you need a crash course in 

exactly what your JTE is talking about. Or maybe you’re just wondering what all the 

bastardised Japanese words other JETs use in conversation mean. So here it is, your handy, 

totally non-exhaustive, non-refundable, and non-accurate (ahem) glossary to tide you over 

for your first few weeks. No one ever speaks like the textbooks say they do, in whatever 

language. 

 

Abunai 危ない Dangerous. Things which are abunai include snakes, wasps and not wearing a face 

mask when you have a cold. 

Arubaito アルバイト Part Time Job. Comes from German. Your kids probably aren’t supposed to have 

these, so keep it a secret. 

Atsui 暑い Hot. You will hear this a lot at this time of year. 

Bento  弁当 
Packed (box) lunch 

 

Bonenkai 
 

盆宴会  End of year party. Reminisce about the good/bad things that happened in the past 

year and set new goals for the next year. 

Bousouzoku 暴走族 Motorcycle Gang. Pasttimes include riding irritating 100 cc scooters at 3 in the morning 

and loitering. Range from scary to pitiable. 

Bukatsu 
 

部活 Extracurricular/after school activities. Students take these really serious. If you go to 

their practices, they will be really surprised! 

Bunkasai 文化祭 Culture Festival. Each class has a stall. Most high school stalls will sell food. Most 

classes will want you to eat their food. 

Byokyu 病休 Sick Leave. Your colleagues will never take this. They save it in case of serious injury, 

or life threatening illness. 

Byoin 病院 Hospital 

Chugakko 中学校 Junior High School. Compulsory, three years for ages 12-15. 

Conpa コンパ Companion Party. Kind of a cross between a mixer and a blind date. An equal number 

of boys and girls go out and see if any sparks fly. If they do, exchange contact 

information. 

Daijobu 大丈夫 All Right. OK, good, etc. The kanji literally mean ‘big sturdy husband.’ 

Daigakko 大学校 University. The reward for all those tedious hours of studying at cram schools and 

passing the entrance exams is a notoriously non-rigorous intellectual environment, and 

a notoriously rigorous drinking schedule. 

Daikyu 代休 Substitute Holiday. For those days when you have to come to school on the weekend 

(for bunkasai and other events), you get a day off later. Usually it’s the following 

Monday, but you might be able to save it for later if your school allows it. 
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Damare 黙れ Shut up! Way stronger than shizukani. 

Dame 駄目 No Good. Unsuitable, broken, no. 

Dekai でっかい Huge. Relaxed form of 大きい (おおきい). 

Eigo 英語 English. The language, not the adjective. Why you’re here, remember? 

Eikaiwa 英会話 English Conversation. Specifically English conversation classes. Some people who 

accost you on the street will seem to think you like doing this in your spare time, but 

mostly, they’re just trying to be friendly. Mostly. 

Enkai 宴会 Dinner Party. Usually work related, and involves your co-workers getting trashed and 

complimenting you on your ability with chopsticks. 

ESS  English Speaking Society. Mostly offered in high schools to promote the English 

language. Activities range from book discussions to dancing to English songs. However, 

ESS is really flexible. 

Futsukayoi 二日酔い Hangover 

Gakko 学校 School. Thus 小学校 (lit. ‘small school’) is primary school, and 大学校 (lit. ‘big school) is 

university. So you spent 3 or 4 years getting your degree from ‘big school’. 

Genki 元気 Lively. Active. Healthy. Full of beans, spunk, and get-up-and-go. 

Gaijin 外人 Foreigner. The kanji literally mean ‘outside person’. Can also refer to anyone “outside” 

a specific group. Non-Japanese are always this, even when they are in their own 

country. (Mom, look! There are so many gaijins in the San Fran!) 

Gaikoku 外国 Overseas. The strange, mysterious part of the world that is not Japan. Gaikoku is 

populated entirely by gaikokujin. 

Gaikokujin 外国人 Foreigner. A more polite version of gaijin. Basically, person from a foreign country. 

What people will call you if they start liking you. 

Ganbaru 頑張る Try Your Best/I’ll Try My Best. Generally used as we would use ‘Good Luck’ and 

usually heard in slightly different forms such as ganbatte, ganbare, ganbaremasho, etc, 

depending on the exact level of exhortation and who is exhorting who. Results not 

guaranteed. 

Ginko 銀行 Bank 

Hanko 判子 Lil’ Signature. Colloquial form of Inkan. 

Hazukashii 恥ずかしい Shy. Literally means ‘I’m embarrassed’ and is seen as a perfectly reasonable excuse 

for not answering your questions. 

Hiroshimaben 広島弁 Hiroshima Dialect. As opposed to kansaiben (関西弁),from Osaka, and other dialects. 

Use it with your kochosensei. 

Honto 本当 True. Also used to confirm a dubious fact, like we would use ‘really?’ （「納豆が好き

だ。」「本当？」） 

Hyaku 百 One hundred 

Ichi-nensei 一年生 First year(s)/First Grade(rs). Young, naïve and very genki. 
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Ichiban 一番 Number One. The best, the most etc. As in 「それが一番好きです。」 “I like that the 

most.” 

Inaka 田舎 Countryside. The boonies, the sticks. Lots of mountains, lots of rice, not so many 

people. 

Inkan 印鑑 Name Seal. Used instead of a signature. You’ll feel very regal, like a feudal lord putting 

your seal on parchment, until you forget it and can’t just use a pen. 

Isha 医者 Doctor 

Iyada 嫌だ Can’t Stand It. Hate, dislike. So もう嫌だ (mo iyada) is ‘I can’t stand it anymore.’ You’ll 

hear this a lot from your students around exam time. 

Jikanme 時間目 Period. Just add the number before, thus ichi-jikanme is first period, ni-jikanme is 

second period and so on. 

Jozu 上手 Skillful. Good at~. Any small bit of Japanese you can produce will be praised as this. 

Jugyo 授業 Class/Lesson. JETs usually seem to teach too many of them, or too little. 

Kakkoii かっこいい Cool/Handsome. Beckham is kakkoii, Hyde is kakkoii. If you are a boy you will be 

described as this even if you fell out of the ugly tree and hit every branch on the way 

down. Don’t let it go to your head. 

Kangeikai  歓迎会  Welcome party. Drink and get to you know your new co-workers. 

Kanojo 彼女 Girlfriend. Also means ‘she’ or ‘her’ but when your kids ask it’ll mean girlfriend. Expect 

nonstop pestering if you make the mistake of telling them you have one. 

Kansha 感謝 Deep Appreciation. The feeling one gets for a beer after a frustrating day. 

Kareshi 彼氏 Boyfriend. Though this time it only means boyfriend (if you’re that interested, 彼 (かれ) 

means ‘he’ or ‘him’). Refer to Kanojo for kids’ attitudes regarding them. 

Kawaii かわいい Pretty/Cute. Not gender specific, like in English. Used for Everything from Kitty-chan to 

Lola. If you are a girl you will be described as this even if you have a face like a bulldog 

chewing a wasp. Don’t let it go to your head. 

Kaze wo hiku 風邪をひく Catch a cold 

Kega けが Injury 

Keisatsukan 警察官 Police officer 

Keisatsusho 警察署 Police station 

Keitai ケイタイ Mobile/Cell Phone. Short for 携帯電話 (keitai denwa). Get one now and fill it with 

kobito straps. Why delay the inevitable? 

Kencho 県庁 Prefectural Government Offices. A labyrinth of bureaucracy. 

Ki wo tsukete 気を付けて Be careful 
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Koban 交番 Police box 

Kocho-sensei 校長先生 Headmaster/Principal. Always free. Makes long Speeches. Will laugh heartily if you 

talk to him in Hiroshima-ben. 

Kohai 後輩 Junior. Specifically the younger one of the Sempai - Kohai relationship. Listen to the 

kid’s in different grades and how they refer to each other. 

Kotogakko 

Koko 

高等学校 

高校  

Senior High School. Optional, three years forages 16-18. 

Kowai 怖い Scary. Often used to tease. Some talented JETs actually manage to become known as 

the kowai sensei. Not necessarily a great idea to promote internationalization. 

Kumi 組 Team/Homeroom Class. Thus 1年 7組 (ichi-nen,nana-kumi) is class 1-7 and so on. Is 

also used to refer to various Yakuza mob groups. 

Kyoikucho 教育長 Superintendent of Education 

   

Kyoiku-iinkai  
 

教育委員会 Board of Education 

Kyoto-sensei 教頭先生 Education Head/Vice-Principal. This is the guy who makes the important decisions 

concerning you. Make him your friend. 

Kyushoku  
 

給食 school lunch 

Man 万 Ten Thousand. Japanese counts in ten thousands, so 二万円 (nimanen) is ‘two ten 

thousand’ yen, or twenty thousand yen. 

Muzukashii 難しい Difficult. Applies to such mind stretching quandaries as, ‘How are you?’ and, ‘What is 

your name?’ If used in response to one of your requests, don’t think it means ‘maybe.’ It 

means ‘no.’ 

Nama 生 Draft. Well, usually means raw or fresh. However in the case of beer, which let’s be 

honest is the only case that matters, it means draft (draught) or on tap. 

Nani nani 何何 What. Literally ‘what what.’ Used in sentences where you would use ‘whatever,’ ‘what,’ 

or ‘something,’ e.g. ‘The capital of France is nani ?’ 

Natto 納豆 Fermented Soy Beans. An acquired taste, to be sure. 

Nebo 寝坊 Oversleep 

Nenkyuu 年休 Annual Paid Leave. You don’t get much of this, so spend it wisely. 

Nihon 日本 Japan. The country. Anywhere that isn’t gaikoku. 

Nihongo 日本語 Japanese. The language. 

Nihongonoryo

ukushiken 

日本語の力試

験 

JLPT. The Japanese Language Proficiency Test. 

Nihonjin 日本人 Japanese. The people. The opposite of gaikokujin. 
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Nihonjinron 日本人論 The (Self) Study of Japan. Specifically, why Japan and its people are special and 

unique, leading to much controversy. By and large, junk science with mild racial 

superiority overtones. 

Nijikai  
 

二次会 Second party following the enkai. Usually at bars or karaoke joints. 

Ni-nensei 二年生 Second Year(s)/Second Grade(rs). Awkward, unsure, gradually growing less 

interested in English. 

Nomihodai 飲み放題 All You Can Drink. Often offered in conjunction with tabehodai. 

Nyuin 入院 Hospitalization 

Oishii おいしい Tastes good. Most Japanese learn this means “delicious”, but it doesn’t (see Umai). 

Omiyage  
 

お土産  Souvenir gifts. Often placed on your desk when a coworker comes back from 

travelling. It will be a good gesture to give these when you travel as well (but not 

required). Great way to start a conversation with your co-workers. 

Pan パン Bread. Most of your students will think this is an English word. It’s not, of course. 

(Portugese, French) 

Rabu-rabu ラブラブ Lovey-dovey. Just the Japanese pronunciation of ‘love-love,’ not ‘rub-rub.’ Usually 

used with a tinge of teasing or jealousy, or by Japanese people uncomfortable with 

PDA. 

Rikujobu 陸上部 Track and field club 

Samui 寒い Cold. You will hear this a lot in a few months. You will also hear this if you make the 

mistake of wearing a short sleeved shirt outside of the prescribed CoolBiz season. 

(“Aren’t you cold?”) 

Sanjikai 三次会 Third party following the enkai 

Sannensei 三年生 Third Year(s)/Third Grade(rs). Socially hypersensitive, cool, stressed by exams. 

Seito 生徒 Student. Also gakusei (学生、がくせい). The other reason you’re here. They’ll make 

you laugh. They’ll make you cry. 

Sempai 先輩 Senior. Specifically in a one-to-one relationship. There will be a lot of these in your 

school. It’s based on age and seniority, not smarts or intrinsic worth as a human being. 

Sen 千 One thousand 

Seifuku 制服 Uniform. I.E. Japanese school uniforms. Often worn by women well into their thirties. 

Sekuhara セクハラ Sexual harassment 

Shinnenkai  
 

新年会 New Year party 

Shizukani 静かに Be quiet 

Shogakko 小学校 Primary/Elementary School. The little ones. If you go, expect to be very popular. 

Watch out for the kancho. 

Shokuinshitsu 職員室 Teachers’ room 

Sobetsukai  送別会  Farewell party. People who are leaving share their gratitude. 
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Sugeé すげぇ～ Slang form of sugoi. 

Sugoi すごい Brilliant. Great, fantastic, amazing, etc. To be used in response to the most mundane 

facts and at a pitch only audible to dogs and bats. 

Tabehodai 食べ放題 All You Can Eat. Over-priced in this region, so drink up! 

Takkyu 卓球 Table tennis 

Toshokan 図書館 Library 

Untenmenkyo 運転免許 Driver’s license. A long process, especially for Americans who want to drive in Japan 

after their IDP expires. 

Umai うまい！ Delicious. Like oishi, but can sometimes mean good or skilled (the different meanings 

have different kanji). 

Uso 嘘 Lie. Used to confirm a very dubious fact, like we would use ‘no way!’ （「納豆が大好き

だ。」「うそ！」） 

Wakaranai 分からない I Don’t Understand. You will hear this word a lot. The final ‘ai’ sound is dropped in 

hiroshimaben. 

Yatta! やった！ Yay! A very happy word. If you hear this from your students you’re on the right track. 

Yakuza やくざ Gangster, Mafia. The Japanese mob. Tell-tale signs include tattoos, mullets, missing 

fingers, flamboyant oversized track suits. They’re pretty ambivalant to foreigners, so 

you’ll find them quite friendly if you meet one. 

Yakyu 野球 Baseball. Rounders played by men in ridiculously tight trousers. The biggest sport in 

Japan. Your school will have a team and they will train absurdly hard. 

Yankii ヤンキー Young Ruffian. NEVER used endearingly (that’s itazurako)! These are straight-up ass-

holes who like to start fights and talk loudly about unprotected sex. You may have a few 

wannabe yankii students. 

Yasumi 休み holiday, rest, break, day off 

Yubinkyoku 郵便局 Post office 

Zairyukaado 在留カード Residence card. Extremely important, so try not to lose it! 

 

 

Japanese Study Tools 

Whether you’re taking the JLPT or just hoping to be able to order food in a restaurant, there 

is a large number amount of tools to help you improve your Japanese language skills. Here’s 

a a short list of some self-study tools compiled just for you: 

 

Daiki Kusuya’s Kanji Starter 1 & 2: The first one, being more basic, works better than the 
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second one. A pictographical method to help you remember how to write and read kanji. 

Inexpensive, small, and easy to carry around. Great for beginners. 

 

James W. Heisig’s Remembering the Kana: A quick and simple method to help you learn 

the Hiragana and the Katakana. The author boasts his method will take you 6 days if you 

dedicate about 30 minutes to it, to learn both of these alphabets. 

 

James W. Heisig’s Remembering the Kanji: A three part series using imaginative memory 

to learn the meaning of over 3000 characters. It does not, however, cover their readings. 

 

Kodansha’s Read Real Japanese Essays collection: A collection of essays varying in 

complexity. It includes an audio CD and accompanying translations and explanations of 

difficult sections. 

 

All Japanese All the Time: This blog is more of a self-help guide than an actual tool. If you 

want a shot of motivation or study structure, www.alljapaneseallthetime.com is the place to 

go. 

 

The JET Programme Japanese Language Course: The official JET course book. Should 

you choose to sign up for the course, packages will be sent monthly to your house or to your 

school. You will be expected to fill in a test each month. After finishing the course, you will 

receive a certificate of completion. 

 

元気 Genki: and integrated course in elementary Japanese: An excellent textbook that come 

with a workbook and an audio CD. This textbook gives detailed explanations on grammar 

points and integrates basic Kanji. 

 

White Rabbit Press Kanji Flash Cards: Excellent resource for studying kanji. Available in 

three volumes that span all of the 2000+ kanji appearing in JLPT N5 through N1. Each card 

will show the character’s stroke order, readings, usage in several different compounds, and 

English translations. 

 

みんなの日本語 Minna no Nihongo: Another textbook series, very similar to Genki, but that 

eventually covers more advanced Japanese. 

 

The Wide Island View: This e-zine run by Hiroshima JETs, www.wideislandview.com has 

http://www.alljapaneseallthetime.com/
http://www.wideislandview.com/
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reviews of many other great study resources, and publishes occasional hints and tips for 

making the most of your study time. 

 

スピードマスター (Speed Master) Series: Fantastic series aimed at getting you through 

JLPT Levels. Focuses on four main areas: Vocab, Listening, Reading, and Grammar. 

 

Japanese Language learning sites 
http://www.n-lab.org/library/mondai/index.html 
http://www.tanos.co.uk/ 
http://japanesetest4you.com/ 
http://www.japanesepod101.com/ 
https://www.nihongomaster.com/ 
 

 

Japanese Language Tests 

 

Well, congratulations. You have been studying Japanese diligently for a while, and you can 

feel your self progressing. So, how about trying out a test and getting some certified 

evidence of your accomplishments? Below are a few tests designed for Japanese Students 

of all levels. 

 

Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) 日本語能力試験: Started in 1984, the JLPT 

has five levels ranging from 5 (easy) to 1 (advanced). It is an internationally recognized 

assessment of one’s proficiency in the Japanese language. It is comprised largely of three 

sections; Vocabulary & Grammar, Passage reading, and Listening. Because this test only 

tests your Japanese recognition ability, there are no speaking or writing sections. All 

sections are multiple choice. The JLPT is offered twice a year, Once on the first Sunday of 

July, and then again on the first Sunday of December. Registration typically occurs in April 

and September respectively. Every time there is usually a good showing of Hiroshima JETs 

taking the challenge, so ask around a find a group to take it with! Now you may register 

online during the appropriate month, and pay at a convenient store. 

http://www.jlpt.jp/e/index.html 

 

Kanji Kentai (KanKen) 漢字能力検定: This is literally the Kanji test for Japanese people. 

There are 12 levels ranging from 10 (easy - Elementary school first grade) to 1 (difficult - 

Graduate students, professionals). This is a test which will measure your proficiency in 

http://www.n-lab.org/library/mondai/index.html
http://www.tanos.co.uk/
http://japanesetest4you.com/
http://www.japanesepod101.com/
https://www.nihongomaster.com/
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reading and writing Japanese Kanji. Usually only an hour or less, and rather inexpensive to 

take, this is a great way to measure your Japanese/Kanji proficiency. You will surely wow 

your students and coworkers with a certificate of completion from any level of the Kanken. 

You will also feel empowered with your new sense of literacy. But be warned, the test-

graders will be reviewing your answer sheet with a fine-toothed comb to make sure that you 

picked your pencil up at the right place, or followed through far enough. It’s the difference 

between 完成 and 完全, or better yet, the difference between 士 and 土. 

http://www.kanken.or.jp/kanken/ 

 

Business Japanese Test (BJT) ビジネス日本語能力テスト: For those of you die hard 

Japanese study fans there is the BJT. The BJT tests you on your Japanese proficiency in 

business scenarios. There are no levels to this test, everyone takes the same exam and 

receives a score of 0 to 800. Typically a JLPT level 2 corresponds with about 400pts on the 

BJT. Like the JLPT this exam only tests you on your Japanese recognition, so there are no 

speaking or writing sections, only multiple choice questions. This test is great for anyone 

looking to challenge themselves, or contemplating a possible future in Japan working outside 

of the education field. http://www.kanken.or.jp/bjt/english/ 

 

Happy Studying Everyone! 

 

Useful Websites 

Hiroshima JET Program Websites http://www.wideislandview.com 

http://jet.wikia.com/wiki/Hiroshima_Prefecture 

Sites Related to the JET Program 

JET Programme Official Site http://www.jetprogramme.org 

Association for Japan Exchange Teaching http://ajet.net 

Hiroshima JETs Online Publication www.wideislandview.com 

Hiroshima JET FB Page www.facebook.com/groups/34859382189

0178 

Hiroshima AJET FB Page www.facebook.com/groups/ajetblock9 

Hiroshima JET Google+ Page plus.google.com/u/0/communities/103610

http://www.wideislandview.com/
http://www.wideislandview.com/
http://jet.wikia.com/wiki/Hiroshima_Prefecture
http://jet.wikia.com/wiki/Hiroshima_Prefecture
http://www.wideislandview.com/
http://www.wideislandview.com/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/348593821890178
http://www.facebook.com/groups/348593821890178
http://www.facebook.com/groups/ajetblock9
http://www.facebook.com/groups/ajetblock9
http://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/103610438948808506500
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438948808506500 

Hiroshima JET Scholarship Fund www.hjsfund.org  

 

 

Translation Websites and On-line Dictionaries 

Online Dictionary and Kanji-reading http://www.rikai.com 

Online Dictionary http://www.dic.lycos.co.jp 

Online Dictionary http://www.alc.co.jp 

Online Translation http://www.bing.com/translator 

 

 

Teaching English 

Englipedia http://www.jhsenglipediaproject.com 

Activities for ESL/EFL Students http://a4esl.org 

Dave’s ESL Cafe Idea Cookbook http://www.eslcafe.com 

Discovery.com Puzzlemaker http://puzzlemaker.school.discovery.com 

Dumb Facts http://www.dumbfacts.com 

ELT News http://www.eltnews.com 

English as a Second Language http://www.rong-chang.com 

ESL Flow http://www.eslflow.com 

ESL Kid Stuff http://www.eslkidstuff.com 

ESL-Lounge http://www.esl-lounge.com 

EverythingESL http://www.everythingesl.net 

Genki English http://www.genkienglish.net 

Interesting Things for ESL/EFL http://www.manythings.org 

Jokes for the ESL/EFL Classroom http://iteslj.org/c/jokes 

Randall’s ESL Cyber Listening Lab http://www.esl-lab.com 

Solutions for English Teaching http://www.onestopenglish.com 

http://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/103610438948808506500
http://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/103610438948808506500
http://www.hjsfund.org/
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Teach Different Cultures http://nadabs.tripod.com/culture 

Teaching English in Japan http://teaching-english-in-japan.net 

Festivals (U.K.) http://www.traditions-uk.freeservers.com 

 

 

Shopping 

Amazon Japan http://www.amazon.co.jp 

Foreign Buyer’s Club http://www.fbcusa.com 

Flying Pig (Costco) http://www.theflyingpig.com 

Pearson Books http://www.pearsonelt.com/products 

Beer & Liquor Importer http://www.kameya.jp/ 

iHerb jp.iherb.com 

 

 

News 

Daily Yomiuri Online (Japanese) http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/index.htm 

Japan Times (English) http://www.japantimes.co.jp 

Japan Today (English) http://www.japantoday.com 

Mainichi Online (Japanese) http://www.mainichi.co.jp 

 

 

Random Usefulness 

Get Hiroshima http://www.gethiroshima.com 

Visit Hiroshima http://visithiroshima.net/ 

Penfriends http://www.epals.com 

Jobs http://www.creer-jp.com 

Stonewall – LGBT Facebook Group http://stonewall.ajet.net 

Hyperdia - Transportation Timetables http://www.hyperdia.com 

 

http://visithiroshima.net/
http://www.hyperdia.com/
http://www.hyperdia.com/
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Useful Phone Numbers 
Embassy and Consulates with numbers in Tokyo, Osaka and Fukuoka 

 

Australia 

Tokyo (03) 5232-4111 

Osaka (06) 941-9271 

Fukuoka (092) 734-5055 

Canada 

Tokyo (03) 3408-2101 

Osaka (06) 212-4910 

Fukuoka (092) 752-6055 

 

Ireland 

Tokyo (03) 3263-0695 

 

New Zealand 

Tokyo (03) 3467-2271 

 

Philippines 

Tokyo (+813) 5562-1600 

Osaka (06) 6910-7881 

 

Singapore 

Tokyo (3) 3586-9111 

Osaka (072) 223-6911 

 

South Africa 

Tokyo (03) 3265-3366/9 

 

UK 

Tokyo (03) 3265-5511 

Osaka (06) 281-1616 

 

USA 

Tokyo (03) 3224-5000 

Osaka (06) 315-5900 

Fukuoka (092) 751-9331 
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Emergency Phone Numbers 

Police     110 

Fire & Ambulance   119 

 

Emergency Medical Care (on Sundays & National Holidays) 

 Dental  (082) 241-4861 

 Other  Contact the International Exchange Lounge for information. 

Medical Emergencies  (at night)  

   (082) 232-6195 

 

Electric Repairs 

Gas Line Repairs 

Other    

 

 

 OTHER NUMBERS 

 

Name:   

Address:   

 

 

Phone number: 

Fax Number: 

email:  

 

 

Name: 

Address: 

 

 

Phone number: 

Fax Number: 

email: 
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■広島県／HIROSHIMA PREFECTURE 

Summary of Hiroshima Prefecture 
Hiroshima Prefecture is situated in the southwestern part of Japan’s main island of Honshu, with a total 

land area of 8,477k ㎡ and a population of about 2.88 millon people. The prefecture’s geography is 

generally mountainous,with the Western Chugoku Mountain Range comprising a series of mountains of 
at least 1,000 meters in elevation in the northern part of the prefecture, as well as clear river gorges, 
beautiful scenes of new green growth in the spring and beautiful colors in the fall spread over the vast 
area. In the south, the prefecture borders the Seto Inland Sea, which is dotted with countless islands 
both large and small, creating a panorama of island beauty. 

 

■JR SHINKANSEN TIMES 
Hiroshima－Higashi-Hiroshima･

0:13 

Hiroshima－Mihara････････････

0:20 

Hiroshima－Shin-Onomichi･････

0:37 

Hiroshima－Fukuyama･･････････

0:27 

 
JR LINE TIMES 

Hiroshima－Miyajimaguchi･････

O:26 

Hiroshima－Kure･･････････････

O:28 

Hiroshima－Miyoshi･･･････････

 

BUS TIMES 
Hiroshima－Yuki-Onsen････････

1:32 

Hiroshima－Sandankyo･････････

1:14 

Hiroshima－Tojo･･････････････

2:20 

Hiroshima－Takehara･･････････

1:08 

Hiroshima－Hiroshima Airport･

0:48 

Hiroshima－Innoshima･････････

2:10 

Fukuyama－Tomo･･･････････････

O:30 

Fukuyama－TaisHakukyo････････

 

■FERRY TIMES 
Hiroshima－Miyajima･･････････

0:23 

Miyajimaguchi－Miyajima･･････

0:10 

Hiroshima－Etajima(Koyo) ････

0:32 

Kure－Etajima(Koyo) ･････････

0:14 

Hiroshima－Busan ･･･････････

16:00 

Mihara－Setoda･･･････････････

1:32 


